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Welcome
Welcome to the Focal Press 2015 Catalog!

This catalog is filled with the latest books from Focal Press.

A few publishing highlights can be seen below. For a full list of books, simply
click on the subject area you are interested in on the left hand side of your screen.

Using this catalog you can:• Save books to My Booklist and email it to friends or
colleagues or save it as a spreadsheet for your reference• Bring up the full details
for every book, including blurbs, tables of contents, author biographies and
reviews• Preview books using the view inside function which is available for many
of our books• Request a Complimentary Exam Copy for qualifying titles or
Recommend Books to your Librarian using the online forms. 

eBooks
We have over 30,000 eBooks available across the
Humanities, Social Sciences, Behavioural Sciences,
Built Environment, STM and Law, from leading
imprints, including Routledge, Focal Press and
Psychology Press. These eBooks are available for both
individual and institutional purchase.

INDIVIDUALS
Our eBooks are available for individual purchase at
the Taylor & Francis eBookstore.

Please visit www.ebookstore.tandf.co.uk to browse
and purchase.

LIBRARIES AND INSTITUTIONS
Subscribe to or purchase a wide range of eBook
packages or pick and mix your own from our
complete collection (a minimum number of titles
applies). FREE TITLES are available. For more
information, please visit www.tandfebooks.com or
contact your local sales team.

eUpdates
Register your email at www.tandf.co.uk/eupdates
to receive information on books, journals and other
news within your area of interest.

Partnership Opportunities at
Routledge
At Routledge we always look for innovative ways to
support and collaborate with our readers and the
organizations they represent.

If you or your organization would like to discuss
partnership opportunities, from reciprocal marketing
activities to commercial enterprises, please do get in
touch onpartnerships@routledge.com.

Considering Books for Course Use?
This symbol shows books that are available as
complimentary exam copies for lecturers or
faculty considering them for course adoption.
To obtain your copy visit the URL listed
beneath the title in the catalog and select your
choice of print or electronic copy.

Visit www.routledge.com or in the US you can
call 1-800-634-7064.

This symbol shows books that are available as
electronic inspection copies only.

Trade Customers' Representatives,
Agents and Distribution
For a complete list, visit:
www.routledge.com/representatives .

Prices, publication dates and content are correct at time of going to press, but may be subject to change without notice.

THE EASY WAY TO ORDER
Ordering online is fast and efficient, simply
follow the on-screen instructions.
Alternatively, you can call, fax, or see ordering
information at the back of this catalog.

UK and Rest of World
Call: +44 (0)1235 400524
Fax: +44 (0)20 7107 6699

US, Canada and Latin America
Call: 1-800-634-7064
Fax: 1-800-248-4724
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Call: Overseas: 1-561-998-2505
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Dummy text to keep placeholder5th Edition • NEW EDITION
Outdoor Action and Adventure PhotographyLight Science & Magic

Dan Bailey, adventure, travel, and location photographer
The difference between getting the shot and missing the shot
comes down to split seconds and how you manage your gear
and your technique. Capturing those significant moments and
turning them into powerful imagery that evoke the feel and
mood of adventure requires specialized skills and a wide variety
of creative ideas. This practical manual is written for advanced
enthusiasts and emerging or aspiring pros who already knows
how to use a camera who want to improve their technique and
create more compelling adventure imagery, no matter if they’re
out enjoying the outdoors with their friends or shooting pro

athletes in extreme locations.

An Introduction to Photographic Lighting
Fil Hunter, commercial photographer, Steven Biver,
commercial photographer, former clients include Adobe,
Mobil, Newsweek,and Black and Decker and Paul Fuqua,
professional editorial writer and photographer
This comprehensive theory of the nature and principles of light
provides photographers with examples and instructions for
practical application. Featuring photographs, diagrams, and
step-by-step instructions, this book speaks to photographers of
varying levels, and has particular appeal to the academic market.
It provides invaluable information on how to light difficult
subjects, such as surfaces, metal, glass, liquids, extremes

Focal Press(black-on-black and white-on-white), and people. Styles of lighting change, but the nature
Market: Action Photographyof light will always remain the same. Once photographers understand the basic physics of

lighting, they can apply that knowledge to a broad range of photographic styles.
April 2015: 7-7/16 x 9-11/16: 312pp
Pb: 978-0-415-73424-0: $34.95
eBook: 978-1-315-83264-7Focal Press

Market: Photographic Lighting
March 2015: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 382pp
Hb: 978-0-415-71941-4: $134.95

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415734240

Pb: 978-0-415-71940-7: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-315-86739-7
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-81225-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415719407

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Spanning TimeRick Sammon’s Creative Visualization for

Photographers The Essential Guide to Time-lapse Photography
Chris Weston, professional nature photographer, writer,
and photography educator
By taking a succession of images shot over a period of time and
compressing them into a shortened sequence, time-lapse
photographers reveal the previously invisible effects of time.
Recent advances in and more general access to time-lapse
technology have opened up a new avenue of creativity and
storytelling for photographers. This book will show advanced
amateurs and semi-professional and professional photographers
how to create time-lapses, both for creative output and for
client-based work.

Composition, exposure, lighting, learning, experimenting, setting goals,
motivation and more

Rick Sammon
The difference between seeing and looking is like the difference,
in music, between hearing and listening. In this book, master
photographer Rick Sammon presents a new methodology for
creative photography. His signature approach opens inspired
avenues for photographers in a variety of genres. With
easy-to-follow examples, Sammon shows how simple
changes—with visualization, framing, post-processing, and
more—can mean the difference between a so-so photograph
and an amazing one. Includes invaluable information about
exposure, composition, subject choice, lighting, mood, and

Focal Press
Market: Photography
August 2015: 232pp

depth, and Lightroom/Photoshop processing techniques like HDR, software plug-ins, and
EDR.

Pb: 978-0-415-73312-0: $34.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415733120

Focal Press
Market: Digital Photography
March 2015: 312pp
Pb: 978-1-138-80735-8: $34.95
eBook: 978-1-315-75115-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138807358

Dummy text to keep placeholder2nd Edition • NEW EDITION
The Astrophotography ManualNight Photography and Light Painting
A Practical and Scientific Approach to Deep Space ImagingFinding Your Way in the Dark

Chris Woodhouse, a member of the Royal Photographic
Society for over 25 years; has invented and patented
photographic equipment that sell worldwide
This book is for those astrophotographers ready to move beyond
using standard SLR cameras and Photoshop to create beautiful
images of nebulas, galaxies, clusters, and the solar system.
Beginning with an astronomy primer, this book takes readers
through the full process, from equipment choice and set-up,
through image acquisition, calibration, and processing. Includes
case studies, exploring deep sky and planetary objects, and
utilizing a variety of software, including Maxim, Nebulosity,

Photoshop, RegiStax and PixInsight.

Lance Keimig, commercial photographer and teacher of
night photography at the New England School of
Photography
This new edition will present the practical techniques of night
photography and light painting alongside theory and history,
illustrated with clear, concise examples, charts, and images. The
text will be fully updated to reflect technological advances and
to capitalize on the growing popularity of this type of
photography. The addition of night time-lapse, more information
about light painting and light drawing, charts and software

instruction, and new images from the author and other top photographers in the field will
enhance this new edition.

Focal PressFocal Press
Market: AstrophotographyMarket: Night Photography
July 2015: 8 x 10: 288ppJuly 2015: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 280pp
Hb: 978-1-138-91207-6: $149.95Pb: 978-0-415-71898-1: $34.95
Pb: 978-1-138-77684-5: $49.95eBook: 978-1-315-86774-8
eBook: 978-1-315-77301-8Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-81258-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138776845* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415718981

Browse and order online:
www.focalpress.com
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Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Capturing The MomentCapturing Light
The Essence of PhotographyThe Heart of Photography

Michael Freeman, an acclaimed international photographer
and author of more than 40 books on the practice of
photography, including the international best-selling The
Photographer's Eye
This is not a book about the fundamentals of shutter speed or
how your camera works; it is a book that will teach
photographers of all levels how to work with their cameras to
capture moments whether they are occurring quickly or
unfolding over many hours. Capturing the Moment is about a

Michael Freeman, an acclaimed international photographer
and author of more than 40 books on the practice of
photography, including the international best-selling The
Photographer's Eye
Drawing on four decades as a professional photographer,
Michael Freeman takes a simple but practical approach to
reacting to, and capturing photography’s most important
commodity.

There are three sections titled Waiting, Chasing, and Helping: Waiting explains the kinds
of lighting that photographers can anticipate and plan for, while Chasing explores the gesture, an expression, a ball in the net, a whale breaching, like Alfred Eisenstaedt’s image

of a kiss between a soldier and nurse in Times Square. Moments in all forms are the truetransient, serendipitous light that photographers have to work quickly to exploit. Helping,
core of photography, and this book will explain how to anticipate them, recognise them,the final and most technical section, focuses on the skills and techniques for enhancing,
choose them, and capture them, through the eyes and wisdom of award-winning
photographer and celebrated author Michael Freeman.

reducing, or otherwise controlling light, covering everything from in-the-field shooting
choices to technical transformations to post-production.

Focal PressFocal Press
Market: PhotographyMarket: Photography
October 2014: 256ppJanuary 2014: 256pp
Pb: 978-1-138-83248-0: $31.95Pb: 978-0-415-84333-1: $33.95
eBook: 978-1-315-73550-4eBook: 978-0-203-75715-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138832480* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415843331

2nd Edition • NEW EDITIONDummy text to keep placeholder
Digital Nature PhotographyCamera & Craft: Learning the Technical Art of Digital

Photography The Art and the Science
John and Barbara Gerlach, the founders of Gerlach Nature
Photography
Five years after the first edition of Digital Nature Photography
published, celebrated photographers John and Barbara Gerlarch
have updated this best-selling book to help photographers,
whether they are new to the practice or seasoned professionals,
master the craft of photographing nature and the outdoors.

This completely revised second edition reflects the latest
technological developments in the field and showcases new,

(The Digital Imaging Masters Series)
Andy Batt, professional photographer and former faculty
member of the School of Visual Arts’ Master of Professional
Studies in Digital Photography program, Candace Dobro,
portrait and still-life photographer and a writer/editor
specializing in photo-related subject matter and Jodie Steen,
owner of color management consulting company 127
Productions, Inc. and former faculty member of the School
of Visual Arts’ Master of Professional Studies in Digital

Photography program
breathtaking images from the Gerlach team. This book is a comprehensive guide to one
of the broadest subjects in all of photography written by two respected masters.

Series edited by Katrin Eismann Focal Press
Series: The Digital Imaging Masters Series Market: Photography

June 2015: 9 x 9: 224ppTo create successful imagery, you need to balance technical know-how and aesthetic
vision. In Camera & Craft, part of The Digital Imaging Masters Series, we deconstruct

Pb: 978-0-415-74242-9: $34.95
eBook: 978-1-315-81465-0

photographic principles in new ways to help you think through your process. Together Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-80856-7
with nine guest photographers, we explore photographic practice and follow up with * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415742429
inventive exercises and demonstrations that challenge you to engage with your tools—all
with the goal of helping you work more creatively. Along the way are conversations with
our guest photographers that address each topic, from how the professionals work with
clients and models to what they think about as they look through the viewfinder.

Focal Press
Market: Digital Photography
December 2014: 9 x 9: 402pp
Pb: 978-0-415-81012-8: $39.95
eBook: 978-0-203-79239-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415810128

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Close Up Photography in NatureAchieving Your Potential As A Photographer

John and Barbara Gerlach, the founders of Gerlach Nature
Photography
Capturing the grandeur of landscapes is challenging, but often
the simple details of texture or color evade photographers most
of all. In Close Up Photography in Nature, best-selling authors and
nature photography pros John and Barbara Gerlach share the
tips and techniques necessary to successfully photograph the
beauty around you.  Topics covered in this book include:
advanced flash techniques, focus stacking strategies and tilt-shift

A Creative Companion and Workbook
Harold Davis, award-winning photographer and best-selling author of more than
30 books, including The Photoshop Darkroom and Photographing Flowers
Achieving Your Potential as a Digital Photographer presents an organized and cohesive plan
for kickstarting creativity, and then taking the resulting work into the real world. The ideas
presented have been formulated by Harold Davis over many years working as an
award-wining photographer, and in the celebrated workshops he has developed and led
all around the world. These concepts are presented with exercises so that readers can put
them into everyday practice as well as workbook pages bound into the book for note

lenses for getting maximum depth-of-field, as well as the Gerlach's strategy of mixing flashtaking. This book will enrich your photographic practice whether the goal is simply to
enrich your photography or to make money from your work. with natural light when shooting close up, which opens up new photographic possibilities.

This book will change the way you share the world through your work!
Focal Press

Focal PressMarket: Photography
Market: PhotographyAugust 2015: 8 1/4 x 11: 224pp
September 2014: 9 x 9: 214ppPb: 978-1-138-82636-6: $39.95
Pb: 978-0-415-83589-3: $33.95* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138826366
eBook: 978-0-203-50211-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415835893

Companion WebsiteNew in Paperbacke-InspectionComplimentary Exam Copy
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TEXTBOOKDummy text to keep placeholder
Introduction to PhotographyAlternative Photographic Processes
A Visual Guide to the Essential Skills of Photography and LightroomCrafting Handmade Images

Mark Galer, photographer, educator, and Official Adobe
Ambassador
This book enables introductory photography students to learn
interchangeable lens cameras (DSLR or mirrorless) and Adobe
Lightroom basics. The step-by-step approach to the
fundamentals—exposure, depth of field, ISO, aperture,

Brady Wilks, photographer, artist, and Adjunt Faculty at
Frederick Community College, MD
Alternative Photographic Processes teaches techniques, both
analog & digital, allowing artists to bring a personal touch
through manipulation of a photograph, the negative, and the
print. This book stands apart from recent publications on
alternative processes by presenting a range of new approaches
and methods to achieve popular techniques, as well as providing
step-by-step guidance for an array of unique techniques meant
to inspire artists working in various mediums. Through detailed
guidance, working artist examples, and info about the

post-production—focuses on skill acquisition that can be quickly graded with transparency
for teachers and students. The technical skills are reinforced by practical activities that can
be self-assessed, peer reviewed, or evaluated by an online or in-person instructor using an
assessment matrix included with each challenge. This course-in-a-book allows students
quickly to become technically proficient, and instructors to efficiently evaluate students’
progress.contemporary use of these processes, this book will provide instruction for students,

educators, and artists to expand their creative toolbox. Focal Press
Market: Introduction to Digital Photography
July 2015: 170pp
Hb: 978-1-138-85450-5: $134.95

Focal Press
Market: Photography
July 2015: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 240pp

Pb: 978-1-138-85451-2: $44.95Pb: 978-1-138-80868-3: $39.95
eBook: 978-1-315-72106-4eBook: 978-1-315-75054-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138854512* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138808683

10th Edition • TEXTBOOK • NEW EDITIONDummy text to keep placeholder
Langford's Basic PhotographyJill Enfield’s Guide to Photographic Alternative

Processes The Guide for Serious Photographers
Richard Sawdon Smith, Professor of Photography & AIDS Cultures and Head of the
Arts & Media Department at London South Bank University and Anna Fox, Head of

Popular Historical and Contemporary Techniques
Jill Enfield, fine art, editorial, and commercial photographer
As technology advances in the world of photography, a
passionate and growing crowd of students and hobbyists are
heading to darkrooms in search of a more authentic, handmade
feel to their art. In this gorgeous guide, renowned artist Jill Enfield
shows photographers how to recreate the ethereal, dream-like
feel of alternative processing whether in a darkroom using

the BA Photography Programme at The Surrey Institute of Art & Design and has been
working in photography for almost twenty years.
This seminal photography text, now in its 10

th
 edition and celebrating its 50

th
 anniversary,

has been revamped, reorganized, and modernized to include the most up-to-date, need
to know information for photographers. Ideal for students, beginners, and advanced users
wanting to brush up on the fundamentals of photography, this book is a must have for
any photographer’s bookcase. The heart of this text, however, retains the same
comprehensive mix of scholarly and practical information.

traditional chemicals, at the kitchen sink with pantry staples, or in front of the computer
recreating techniques digitally. This creative guide will quickly become a favorite among
alternative processing fans. Focal Press

Market: Photography
Focal Press
Market: Photography
June 2013: 288pp
Pb: 978-0-415-81024-1: $43.95

November 2015: 7 4/9 x 9 2/3: 515pp
Pb: 978-0-415-71891-2: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-315-86778-6
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-52168-8

eBook: 978-0-203-50616-5 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415718912
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415810241

7th Edition • NEW EDITION6th Edition • TEXTBOOK • NEW EDITION
Langford's Starting PhotographyExploring Color Photography Sixth Edition
Philip Andrews, professional photographer with over 25 years of experience; official
Adobe Ambassador for Australia

From Film to Pixels
Robert Hirsch, former executive director of CEPA Gallery,
now director of Light Research in Buffalo, NY and Greg Erf
This flexible, multiple duty text clearly and concisely instructs
students and intermediate photographers in the fundamental
aesthetic and technical concepts needed to create
thought-provoking color photographs in both the digital and
the analog processes. Thoughtful assignments encourage
students to be adventurous and to take responsibility for learning
and working independently. The emphasis on design and
postmodern theoretical concepts stresses the thought process
behind the creation of successful images.

Starting with the basics of camera control and moving on to shutter speeds, aperture,
zoom and flash, Langford’s Starting Photography gives you the only introduction to digital
photography you’ll ever need. Once you’ve mastered the basics, examples and projects
allow you to explore the key methods for capturing a variety of subjects alongside
straightforward advice on using editing software to get the best out of your digital shots,
will have you producing unforgettable images in moments.

More inspiring than a textbook, more interesting than a reference, and more in-depth than
a photography class, Langford’s Starting Photography is the only guide you need to start
taking great images.

Focal Press
Market: PhotographyFocal Press

Market: Color Photography
February 2015: 8-1/2 x 11: 388pp
Hb: 978-0-415-73092-1: $180.00

June 2015: 7 1/2 x 9 1/2: 368pp
Pb: 978-1-138-84223-6: $34.95
eBook: 978-1-315-73172-8
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-52110-7Pb: 978-0-415-73095-2: $59.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138842236eBook: 978-1-315-84986-7

Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-81335-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415730952

Browse and order online:
www.focalpress.com
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2nd Edition8th Edition
The Elements of PhotographyLangford's Advanced Photography
Understanding and Creating Sophisticated ImagesThe guide for aspiring photographers

Angela Faris Belt, a fine art photographer who has worked
as a professional educator for fifteen years. Her work has
been exhibited nationally and internationally, and she has
received several awards and recognition for her fine art work
and her work in photography education. She serves as
full-time faculty at The Art Institute of Colorado.
A unique, fascinating book that bridges the perceived gap

between traditional and digital photography by concentrating on history, theory, and
photographic practice

Efthimia Bilissi, Lecturer in Image Science at The University
of Westminster, UK. She was Editor-in-Chief/Technical Editor
on Fotografia and Imaging Pro magazines. and Michael
Langford, Renowned author, teacher, and practitioner who
inspired thousands and taught many more as Photography
Course Director at the Royal College of Art, London, UK
Langford's Advanced Photography is the only advanced
photography guide a serious student or aspiring professional
will ever need. This book covers the photographic process from
a technical standpoint - not only detailing the 'how' but also
explaining the 'why' that is so often missing from photography

Focal Press
September 2011: 7 4/9 x 9 1/5: 404pp
Pb: 978-0-240-81515-2: $43.95
eBook: 978-0-240-81516-9

texts. From the workings of cameras, lenses, digital imaging sensors and software to new
hot topics such as HDR imaging, digital asset management, and even running your own

Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-80942-7photography business, everything a serious photographer could need to extend their art
into professional realms is covered.

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780240815152

Focal Press
January 2011: 480pp
Pb: 978-0-240-52191-6: $51.95
eBook: 978-0-240-52192-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780240521916

5th Edition2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK
The Practical Zone System for Film and Digital
Photography

Light and Lens
Photography in the Digital Age

Robert Hirsch, former executive director of CEPA Gallery,
now director of Light Research in Buffalo, NY
Light & Lens is a groundbreaking introductory book that clearly
and concisely provides the instruction and building blocks
necessary to create thought-provoking digital photographs. It
is an adventurous idea book that features numerous
classroom-tested assignments and exercises from leading

Classic Tool, Universal Applications
Chris Johnson, Professor of Photography at the California
College of the Arts. He studied photography with Ansel
Adams, Imogen Cunningham, and Wynn Bullock
Now fully updated for the digital photographer, an authoritative
and contemporary guide to Ansel Adams's Zone System,
presented by one of the true masters of this influential
photographic technique

Focal Press
January 2012: 7 1/2 x 9 1/5: 358pp
Pb: 978-0-240-81702-6: $43.95
eBook: 978-0-240-81703-3

photographic educators to encourage you to critically explore and make images from the
photographers' eye, an aesthetic point of view.

Focal Press
Market: Digital Photography
April 2012: 7 4/9 x 9 1/5: 456pp
Pb: 978-0-240-81827-6: $53.95
eBook: 978-0-240-81828-3
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-80855-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780240818276

Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-80756-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780240817026

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
See It: Photographic Composition Using Visual
Intensity

Michael Freeman's Photo School Fundamentals
Exposure, Light & Lighting, Composition

Michael Freeman, an acclaimed international photographer
and author of more than 40 books on the practice of
photography, including the international best-selling The
Photographer's Eye
Photography is international best-seller Michael Freeman’s life,
and in this book he works together with fellow photography
experts to share his and their knowledge with anyone who wants
to learn not only how to take better photos, but also why those
photographs work and where they fit in with the history of the

Josh Anon, Co-Founder/CEO of Visioneer Studios, ex-Lytro
Sr. Product Manager, ex-Pixar cinematographer, freelance
photographer, and iPhone coder and Ellen Anon, freelance
photographer and writer who specializes in expressive
photography
Dynamic mother-and-son photographic duo Josh and Ellen
Anon offer you their expert tools for perfecting a new approach
to image composition in this definitive guide. See It: Photographic

Composition Using Visual Intensity offers a new, more comprehensive and yet intuitive way
craft. Inspired by the structure of a college course and the benefits of a collective learning to think about photography and see the world around you. Learn how to capture the
environment, this book teaches the fundamentals of photography not just through perfect image, and more importantly, what makes it great. The quality of your imagery and
comprehensive lessons and instructions, but also through challenges in which readers can the speed of your workflow will both vastly improve once you are able to use these

techniques to articulate why you prefer one image to another.participate.Additionally, readers can join in by sharing their work via the series’ dedicated
website.

Focal Press
Market: Digital Photography
October 2012: 9 x 9: 348pp
Pb: 978-0-240-82150-4: $33.95

Focal Press
Market: Photography
May 2013: 352pp
Pb: 978-0-415-83578-7: $43.95 eBook: 978-0-240-82363-8
eBook: 978-0-203-76660-6 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780240821504
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415835787
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Painting with Patterns in PhotoshopAdobe Photoshop CC for Photographers, 2014

Release An Illustrator's Approach
Elliott Banfield, A highly respected illustrator whose work has been published in the
New York Times and the Wall Street Journal. He has spent the past ten years as the
designer, art director, and staff illustrator for the Claremont Review of Books.

A professional image editor's guide to the creative use of Photoshop
for the Macintosh and PC

Martin Evening, professional photographer and digital
imaging consultant; key demo artist for Adobe.
Photoshop for Photographers has been revamped for a twelfth
edition to include detailed instruction for all of the updates to
Photoshop CC 2014 on Adobe’s Creative Cloud. This guide covers
all the tools and techniques photographers and professional
image editors need to know when using Photoshop, from
workflow guidance to core skills to advanced techniques for
professional results. Using clear, succinct instruction and real
world examples, this guide is the essential reference for
Photoshop users of all levels. Accompanying the book is the

For over ten years Photoshop has been the go-to software program for digital photography.
However, with each new version of the program, Adobe continues to add features that
expand its creative capabilities, and thus its creative applications. Painting with Patterns
demonstrates how to harness these features to digitally create stunning pen and ink type
drawings in Photoshop. Elliott Banfield’s personally developed methods will appeal to
those who want to create the vintage aesthetic of engraving-like black & white illustrations
in an adaptable digital format. Accompanied by Banfield’s downloadable tools and shortcuts
for Photoshop CS5 and CS6 for Mac.

Focal Press
Market: Graphic Arts
October 2015: 8-1/2 x 11: 160pp

photoshopforphotographers.com website, with sample images, tutorial videos, and bonus
chapters.

Pb: 978-0-415-82385-2: $34.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415823852

Focal Press
Market: Photography/Photoshop
October 2014: 730pp
Pb: 978-1-138-81247-5: $59.95
eBook: 978-1-315-74880-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138812475

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
PaintShop Pro X6 for PhotographersColor Management & Quality Output: Working with

Color from Camera to Display to Print Ken McMahon, runs Coolgrey Design, a digital design studio
specializing in design and artwork production for print media
and the Web.
PaintShop Pro X6 for Photographers is packed with inspirational,
full-color images and easy-to-follow step-by-step projects. In
this updated edition, PaintShop Pro expert Ken McMahon covers
the new features of the program, including the 64-bit processing
power, new selection tools, workspace enhancements, and
much more. This Corel® endorsed guide and companion website
offer a complete learning package for photographers of all levels
to enhance and improve their digital photography.

(The Digital Imaging Masters Series)
Tom P. Ashe, Associate Chair, Masters of Professional Studies
at the School of Visual Arts in New York
Series edited by Katrin Eismann
Series: The Digital Imaging Masters Series
Next in the Digital Imaging Masters Series, this volume tackles
the most prominent problem of making a print—accurately and
consistently reproducing the photographer’s vision. Color
Management & Quality Output provides in-depth, professional

Focal Press
Market: Photography
February 2014: 336pp

knowledge and thorough instructions that will enable you to create files that are color
managed from input to output, properly sharpen files for a wide selection of media
substrates, work with a variety of color management systems and equipment, use Photoshop Pb: 978-0-415-74525-3: $38.95
for soft proofing, and experiment with a wide variety of papers and output options. This eBook: 978-1-315-79802-8
guide shows you how to achieve predictable and repeatable results for making optimal
prints.

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415745253

Focal Press
Market: Digital Photography
February 2014: 9 x 9: 456pp
Pb: 978-0-240-82111-5: $54.95
eBook: 978-0-240-82136-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780240821115

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
The Digital Renaissance3D Photoshop for Creative Professionals
Classic Painting Techniques in Photoshop and PainterInteractive Guide for Creating 3D Art

Carlyn Beccia, digital artist and award-winning author and
illustrator of Who Put the B in the Ballyhoo?, The Raucous
Royals, and I Feel Better with a Frog in my Throat
The Digital Renaissance teaches you how to translate the
methods and skills found in traditional art to the digital medium.
By covering fundamental painting principles and the basics of
digital software, before moving into tutorials that break down
key techniques, professional artist Carlyn Beccia teaches you
how to use the tools at hand to paint your own works of art.

Stephen Burns, Adobe ACP (Adobe Community Professional) and a corporate
instructor and lecturer in the application of digital art and design
Photoshop

®
 is the cornerstone of the graphics industry and understanding its 3D capabilities

is becoming a requirement for graphic designers, photographers, and creatives alike.

Starting with the fundamental tools and ending with advanced resources, Adobe 
®

Community Professional Stephen Burns guides you with a clear voice and creative exercises
that encourage you to work as you read. Accompanied by a free app that includes video
tutorials, interactive models to compare your activity work from the book against, and

on-going updates about the latest Photoshop 
®
releases, this book will elevate your art off

the page and into a new world of possibilities.
Each chapter showcases one great painter—the selection includes Michelangelo, Van
Gogh, Matisse,and Picasso—and analyzes the techniques that set each one apart. These

Focal Press techniques are then imitated in step-by-step tutorials, allowing you to achieve amazingly
convincing results and bring your own work to new creative heights.Market: Photography

November 2015: 240pp
Focal PressPb: 978-1-138-84225-0: $49.95
Market: Photography* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138842250
April 2014: 160pp
Pb: 978-0-415-84120-7: $33.95
eBook: 978-0-203-76657-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415841207

Browse and order online:
www.focalpress.com
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Dummy text to keep placeholder2nd Edition • NEW EDITION
Digital Photo AssignmentsThe Copyright Zone
Projects for All Levels of Photography ClassesA Legal Guide For Photographers and Artists In The Digital Age

Steve Anchell, Professional writer, lecturer, and
internationally known photographer. He has been a
contributing editor for several publications including
Outdoor Photographer and Camera & Darkroom, and has
written columns, feature articles, and interviews for View
Camera, Shutterbug, and Rangefinder. Has served as editor
for Focus magazine.
This collection of over 40 photo assignments begins with using
the camera, and progresses through learning composition,
aesthetics, and working in genres. The systematic,

Edward C. Greenberg, a litigator practicing in New York City
for over thirty years, has represented some of the top
photographers and illustrators in the business and Jack
Reznicki, an internationally renowned commercial people
and children photographer based in New York City
If you license or publish your images, this guide is as
indispensable as your camera. Photographer’s Survival Manual
provides specific information on the legal rights of
photographers and their subjects, covering intellectual property,
copyright, and business concerns in an easy-to-read, accessible

manner. Topics covered include what is and isn’t copyrightable,copyright registration, fair
use, model releases, contracts, pricing and negotiation, and much more.

assignment-based approach to learning photography is a wonderful working guide for
teachers of introductory and intermediate photo courses at colleges and universities, or
workshop and short-course formats.Presented in a fun and easy to digest style, Jack Reznicki and Ed Greenberg, LLC help explain

the need to know facts of the confusing world of legal jargon and technicalities through
case studies and personal asides.

Focal Press
Market: Digital Photography/Teaching
August 2015: 7-3/8 x 9-1/4: 160ppFocal Press
Pb: 978-1-138-79449-8: $34.95Market: Photography
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138794498February 2015: 8 x 10: 352pp

Hb: 978-1-138-91057-7: $109.95
Pb: 978-1-138-02257-7: $34.95
eBook: 978-1-315-77701-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138022577

Dummy text to keep placeholder2nd Edition • NEW EDITION
Photography 4.0: A Teaching Guide for the 21st
Century

Teaching Photography
Tools for the Imaging Educator

Glenn Rand, photographic educator and photographer
recognized for his contributions to photographic education
with the 2009 PIEA Excellence in Education Award; has
taught and administered in public education, community
colleges and universities since 1966, Jane Alden Stevens,
Professor Emeritus at the University of Cincinnati and Garin
Horner, Assistant Professor of Art in both Photography and
Graphic Design at Adrian College, Michigan
The photographic community is rife with talented practitioners
and artists, but making great photographs does not always

Educators Share Thoughts and Assignments
Michelle Bogre, Photographer, writer, and intellectual
property lawyer; professor at The New School Parsons School
of Photography.
An invaluable resource for photography educators, this volume
is a survey of photographic education in the first decade of the
21

st
 Century. Drawing upon her 25 years of teaching experience

and her professional network, Michelle Bogre spoke with 47
photo educators from all over the world to compile this diverse
set of interviews. The themes of these interviews explore why

translate into an ability to teach. This new edtion approaches photographic education students should study photography, the value of a 4 year photography degree, teaching
from a point of view that stresses the how and why of the education. It includes the philosophies, the challenges of teaching photography, and changes in photographic
resources that will inspire new and seasoned teachers to help students expand their education. The second half of the book shares 70 photography assignments from these

educators, some paired with examples of how students completed them.technical and aesthetic abilities and techniques, as well as visual literacy and the way
photography fits into the wider world. Fully updated to include the online classroom

Focal Pressenvironment, collaborative learning, rubrics, and using digital technology, plus techniques
for inspiring conversations and critiques.

Market: Photographic Education
August 2014: 9 x 9: 280pp
Hb: 978-1-138-77646-3: $125.00Focal Press
Pb: 978-0-415-81521-5: $43.95Market: Photographic Education
eBook: 978-1-315-77756-6February 2015: 336pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415815215Hb: 978-1-138-84590-9: $150.00

Pb: 978-1-138-83854-3: $49.95
eBook: 978-1-315-73423-1
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-80767-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138838543

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
The Essential Student Guide to Professional
Photography

Professional Photography
The New Global Landscape Explained

Grant Scott, Professional commercial and editorial
photographer.
Full of practical examples and detailed advice, this essential
handbook uses a global approach to teach photographers how
to thrive in a fast-changing and competitive international market.
Additional features include podcast interviews with
photographers from around the world, extended insider
information, and much more to help photographers understand
their place in both the commercial and creative worlds.

Focal Press
Market: Photography Business
August 2014: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 196pp
Pb: 978-0-415-71754-0: $38.95

Grant Scott, Professional commercial and editorial photographer.
With cameras built into phones and DSLRs readily available, we can all be professional
photographers—or can we? This essential reference for students of photography explains
how to become part of the professional community. By defining professional photography
today, and exploring what is expected of professional photographers, the book demystifies
this often-misunderstood and misjudged career track—written especially for students
embarking on their education. Includes valuable information about the business of
professional photography, including working with clients and agencies, incorporating
moving image, creating an online presence, internships, and working as a photo assistant.

Focal Press
Market: Photography Careers
July 2015: 192pp
Hb: 978-1-138-80531-6: $89.95
Pb: 978-1-138-80532-3: $29.95

eBook: 978-1-315-87128-8 eBook: 978-1-315-75243-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415717540 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138805323
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This Modern Romance: The Artistry, Technique, and
Business of Engagement Photography

Photography Careers
Finding Your True Path
Mark Jenkinson Stephanie Williams, owner of This Modern Romance studio

and blog and Christen Vidanovic, Oahu-based
photographer and writer
Engagement photography has become an essential component
of wedding photography for both your clients and your
photography business. Successfully booking romantic portrait
sessions and providing your couples with creative, playful, and
beautiful images can mean a lasting –and lucrative- relationship.
Award winning photographer Stephanie Williams shares her

You have a passion for photography and are eager to turn your art into a living, now what?
The possibilities are vast, and some might surprise you!

This indispensable guide written by New York University professor and celebrated
commercial photographer of over 25 years, Mark Jenkinson, presents the variety of career
options available to those entering the competitive and comprehensive world of
photography. Case studies, interviews with successful young professionals, and insights
from Jenkinson’s personal experiences will help you change the way you evaluate your
strengths as an artist and find your place in the photography community.

approach to engagement photography, including her thoughts on the psychology ofFocal Press
shooting and directing couples, current industry trends, and the use of blogs and socialMarket: Photography

November 2015: 7 x 9: 208pp media. Discover photography tips on romantic styling, workflow, and branding that will
Pb: 978-1-138-78029-3: $34.95 help get your engagement sessions recognized by prospective clients and industry

publications.* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138780293

Focal Press
Market: Photography
November 2013: 9 x 9: 198pp
Pb: 978-0-415-82826-0: $33.95
eBook: 978-0-203-51495-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415828260

Dummy text to keep placeholder2nd Edition
Blogging for PhotographersNo Plastic Sleeves: Portfolio and Self-Promotion

Guide for Photographers and Designers Explore your creativity & build your audience
Jolie O'Dell, professional blogger, amateur photographer,
and author; currently writes as a journalist for VentureBeat
and maintains a lifestyle blog called The Single Housewife
Photography is a dominant force in the blogosphere, and the
potential reach and influence of a successful blog is something
photographers of all levels cannot ignore- but where to begin?
Veteran blogger Jolie O’Dell shares the secrets of finding success
online with reliable and inspiration methods for building,
maintaining, and promoting your own personal photo blog.
Your images will find new audiences, your voice will be heard

across the web, and your business will grow by leaps and bounds!

Larry Volk, Associate Professor of Photography, School of
Visual and Performing Arts, Endicott College and Danielle
Currier, Professor of Design, School of Visual and Performing
Arts, Endicott College
A polished and professional portfolio—including both print
pieces and an online presence—is more important than ever
for photographers and other creative professionals to make a

great first impression and secure employment. This new edition of No Plastic Sleeves has
been updated to address all facets of portfolio production, with a special focus on
self-promotion and new information about blogs and social media’s role in the process.
Includes hundreds of photos, examples of successful design, and interviews with industry
professionals. Focal Press

Market: PhotographyFocal Press
Market: Photography/Graphic Design
July 2014: 8-1/2 x 11: 246pp

May 2013: 7 x 8: 160pp
Pb: 978-0-415-66266-6: $28.95
eBook: 978-0-203-76418-3Hb: 978-0-415-71119-7: $125.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415662666Pb: 978-0-415-71118-0: $43.95

eBook: 978-1-315-88472-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415711180

Dummy text to keep placeholder2nd Edition
20th Century PhotographersExhibiting Photography
Interviews on the Craft, Purpose, and the Passion of PhotographyA Practical Guide to Displaying Your Work

Grace Schaub, was a photographer, writer, and painter. and
George Schaub, served as the editorial director at
Shutterbug and Petersen’s PHOTOgraphic magazines. He
has written more than 20 books on photography. He is an
associate professor at the New School in New York City.
This book is a compilation of interviews and essays that cover a
broad range of photographers and photographic disciplines.
Each photographer profiled made a living by concentrating on
a specific aspect of the craft, but in doing so transcended their
livelihood to become recognized for more than the type of
images they created. Each had a distinct "style," creative
approach, dedication to the craft, point of view about themselves

Shirley Read, London based independent curator, workshop
leader, and writer for the Oral History of British Photography.
Shirley Read expertly leads you through the world of exhibiting
your photography one minute detail at a time. From finding a
space and designing the exhibition to actually constructing a
show and publicizing yourself, every aspect of exhibiting your
photography is touched upon and clarified with ample detail,
anecdotes, and real life case studies. In this new and expanded
second edition of Exhibiting Photography, Shirley Read further
illuminates the world of social networking, exhibiting, and selling
photography online so your work is always shown in the best

light.
Focal Press
Market: Photography
June 2013: 428pp
Pb: 978-0-240-82061-3: $43.95

and the world. These interviews were conducted during a seminal period in the shift from
film to digital and from print reproduction to global distribution on the Internet.

Focal Press
Market: PhotographyeBook: 978-0-240-82062-0
December 2014: 282ppPrev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-80939-7
Hb: 978-1-138-84096-6: $110.95* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780240820613
Pb: 978-1-138-84095-9: $34.95
eBook: 978-1-315-73212-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138840959

Browse and order online:
www.focalpress.com
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Transformational Imagemaking: Handmade
Photography Since 1960

Robert Hirsch, former executive director of CEPA Gallery,
now director of Light Research in Buffalo, NY
Transformational Imagemaking surveys significant work and ideas
that have constituted the phenomenon of handmade
photography from its resurrection in the counter-culture of the
1960s to the photographic experimentation of the present day.
In this vast historical reference, photographer and photography
historian Robert Hirsch outlines the varied methods artists have
used to question conventional photography, to convey internal
realities, and to critique history and the concepts of truth and
self. Proving to be essential reading on the alternative

photography movement, interviews with more than 40 key artists showcase myriad styles
paired alongside visual examples of the artists' work.

Focal Press
Market: Photography
February 2014: 256pp
Pb: 978-0-415-81026-5: $53.95
eBook: 978-1-315-81893-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415810265

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Photography Beyond Technique: Essays from F295
on the Informed Use of Alternative and Historical
Photographic Processes

Edited by Tom Persinger, artist, photographer, writer, and
the founder of F295
Photography is so much more than hardware and software. It
is communication, whether chemical or digital, tangible or
ephemeral in form. Photography Beyond Technique is a
compelling selection of essays, originally presented at the F295
symposium, that reveal the thoughts and methods of 20
contemporary photographers. These artists employ alternative,
historical, or handmade processes and techniques. They share
a comprehensive view of the medium: that the choice of

photographic process is just as important as the selection of subjects. While other books
concentrate solely on process, theory, or artistic intent, none focus on photography in
which these decisions are considered inseparable.

Focal Press
Market: Photography
January 2014: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 240pp
Pb: 978-0-415-81756-1: $48.95
eBook: 978-1-315-81883-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415817561
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How to Work the Film & TV MarketsTransmedia Marketing
A Roadmap for Digital Storytellers in the New Media MarketplaceFrom Film and TV to Games and Digital Media
Heather Hale, Independent Film and Television Director, Screenwriter and ProducerAnne Zeiser, President & CEO, Azure Media, Transmedia

Producer and Strategist
Series: American Film Market Presents
Transmedia Marketing: From Film and TV to Games and Digital
Media is a ground-breaking guide to the rapidly changing world
of entertainment and media marketing. In the 21

st
 century, media

platforms are becoming more alike, and the lines between
entertainment and its marketing are often blurred. Offering case
studies from all media platforms, insight from leading
entertainment professionals, and full color graphics, Transmedia

Series: American Film Market Presents
How to Work the Film and TV Markets offers practical advice and current insights to help
independent producers and filmmakers optimize their chances for success at film and
television markets around the world. Get help prioritizing, scheduling, budgeting, and
executing a sound plan of attack for each event. Learn key networking approaches and
promotional tactics that are proven to deliver the best results before, during, and after
each market. Here, established veterans share insider advice, do's and don’ts and illustrative
anecdotes from every angle of the marketplace so you can make the most of your time,
money and creative energy.

Marketing is the first book to approach content creation and marketing on multiple platforms Focal Press
as a single, holistic storytelling technique designed to engage audiences. A robust
companion website features sample marketing materials and interviews with experts.

Market: Film / Business
August 2015: 256pp
Pb: 978-1-138-80065-6: $33.95Focal Press
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138800656Market: Film / Marketing

April 2015: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 424pp
Hb: 978-0-415-71610-9: $135.00
Pb: 978-0-415-71611-6: $39.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415716116

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Film SchoolGuerrilla Film Marketing
A Practical Guide to an Impractical DecisionThe Ultimate Guide to the Branding, Marketing and Promotion of

Independent Films & Filmmakers Jason B. Kohl, Filmmaker, MFA Graduate in Directing from
UCLA
Film School: A Practical Guide to an Impractical Decision is a
specific, straightforward, and practical guide to applying to,
getting into, and thriving in film school and beyond. It will appeal
to both prospective and current film students, and features an
in-depth discussion of the application process, both from the
graduate and undergraduate perspective. Readers will learn how
to choose between different schools and programs, avoid debt,
succeed at festivals, and transition out of film school into the
work world. Instead of simply listing schools and program details,
Film School discusses everything current film students and a
person deciding to attend film school need to know to succeed.

Robert Barnwell, Professor, Ringling College of Art and Design, Sarasota FL, USA
For independent filmmakers committed to assuring that their films are able to break through
the noise and produce a profit for their investors, it is absolutely critical to master the
fundamentals of film branding, marketing and promotion. Guerilla Film Marketing presents
filmmakers with the knowledge, skills and ability to build a growing audience of loyal and
engaged fans. Unlike other books on film marketing, Guerilla Film Marketing walks readers
through each step of the film branding, marketing and promotional process. The book
and companion website provide readers with immediately implementable tools, templates,
and checklists to get the job done on little or no budget.

Focal Press
Market: Film / Marketing
November 2015: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4
Hb: 978-1-138-91646-3: $100.00 Focal Press
Pb: 978-1-138-91645-6: $34.95 Market: Filmmaking / Film School
eBook: 978-1-138-91647-0 July 2015: 6 x 9: 232pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138916456 Hb: 978-1-138-80424-1: $80.00

Pb: 978-1-138-80425-8: $24.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138804258

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
The Mob RulesUnderstanding the Business of Entertainment
Getting the Masses to Carry Your Message Through CrowdsourcingThe Legal and Business Essentials All Filmmakers Should Know
Richard Botto, Screenwriter, Producer and Founder & CEO of Stage 32 (stage32.com)Gregory Bernstein, Associate Professor, Herberger Institute

for Design and the Arts, Arizona State University
Series: American Film Market Presents
Understanding the Business of Entertainment is the essential guide
to the business aspects of the entertainment industry, providing
both film students and professionals with the business and legal
expertise they need to break in and succeed. Gregory Bernstein
covers the vital topics in a thorough but engaging manner,
giving plenty of real-world examples that bring business and
legal concepts to life. Covering the broad legal issues that impact

Series: American Film Market Presents
In The Mob Rules: Getting the Masses to Carry Your Message Through Crowdsourcing, Richard
Bottocovers all aspects of crowdsourcing: how to create the message of your brand, project,
or initiative; how to mold, shape, and adjust it based on mass response; how to broadcast
a message to a targeted group and engage those with similar likes, beliefs, or interests;
and finally, how to cultivate those relationships to the point where the message is no longer
put forth solely by you, but carried and broadcasted as gospel by the masses who have
responded to the sanctity of your initiative.

Focal Press
Hollywood, this book allows the reader to gain a working knowledge of relevant law without Market: Film / Business
being overburdened by legal jargon, and cultivate an understanding of the history of October 2015

Pb: 978-1-138-84989-1: $34.95Hollywood's growth, current conglomerates, and how specific entertainment companies
operate. * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138849891

Focal Press
Market: Film / Business
May 2015: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 308pp
Hb: 978-1-138-77643-2: $160.00
Pb: 978-1-138-77579-4: $44.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138775794
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4th EditionDummy text to keep placeholder
Crafting Short Screenplays That ConnectHow to Manage Your Agent

Claudia H Johnson, Award-Winning Screenwriter and Florida
State University's Screenwriter-in-Residence, FL, USA
Crafting Short Screenplays That Connect, Fourth Edition stands
alone among screenwriting books by emphasizing that human
connection is as essential to writing effective screenplays as
conflict. This groundbreaking work will help beginning
screenwriters write richer short screenplays that will connect
with audiences. In completing exercises of increasing complexity,
readers will begin to think more deeply about the screenwriter’s
purpose, craft effective patterns of human change, and
strengthen their storytelling skills. This new edition features new
chapters on scene, structure, dialogue, and subtext, as well as a
companion website with ten award-winning short films covered

in the book.

A Writer’s Guide to Hollywood Representation
Chad Gervich, Television writer/producer, Beverly Hills, CA,
USA
How to Manage Your Agent takes writers deep into today's world
of literary representation, illuminating not only how literary reps
do what they do, but how writers can use these same techniques
to attract representation, communicate efficiently, and motivate
their handlers to work as hard as possible. Writers will learn the
subtle (and not-so subtle) tools, tricks, and techniques agents
use to build hype, elicit information, leverage favors, and
influence buyers in the world of twenty-first century
entertainment. These are pieces of information thousands of
writers, both aspiring and professional, are desperate to
know—and should know—in order to maximize their

representation and careers. Focal Press
Market: Film / Screenwriting

Focal Press
Market: Film/ TV/ Screenwriting
November 2013: 7 x 10: 394pp
Pb: 978-0-240-82377-5: $33.95

August 2014: 6 x 9: 388pp
Pb: 978-0-415-73547-6: $36.95
eBook: 978-1-315-81906-8
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-81214-4

eBook: 978-0-240-82404-8 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415735476
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780240823775

2nd EditionDummy text to keep placeholder
Write to TVWriting for the Green Light
Out of Your Head and onto the ScreenHow to Make Your Script the One Hollywood Notices

Martie Cook, Television Writer and Producer; Professor,
Emerson College, Boston, MA
In Write to TV, Second Edition industry-veteran Martie Cook
provides aspiring and established screenwriters with creative
storytelling techniques and practical tools that will help them
create smart, original scripts for a variety of television formats,
including comedy, animation, drama, reality television, and
children's programming. Jay Leno, Mike Wallace, Norman Lear,
Paul Haggis, and many others contribute their wisdom, lifting
the veil on the realities of working in the industry. The new
edition includes brand new chapters on webisodes and
developing pilots; new interviews and show examples; expanded
coverage of character development and dialogue; and resources

Scott Kirkpatrick, Director of International Sales, MarVista
Entertainment
Writing for the Green Light shines a light on why the studio system
works the way it does and how a new writer can use certain
industry secrets to their advantage. The book gives the reader
the competitive edge by navigating through dozens of everyday
events that are rarely— if ever— discussed in most screenwriting
books. This book reveals what genres tend to be the most
in-demand and desirable to studios, as well as why the system
works the way it does and how readers can use these unwritten
rules to their advantage.

Focal Press
Market: Screenwriting for writers. The companion website, www.writetotv.com contains exclusive bonus content

for readers.March 2015: 6 x 9: 192pp
Hb: 978-1-138-85645-5: $90.00

Focal PressPb: 978-1-138-01646-0: $29.95
Market: Television/ScreenwritingeBook: 978-1-315-78100-6
April 2014: 6 x 9: 408pp* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138016460
Pb: 978-0-415-71089-3: $33.95
eBook: 978-1-315-88477-6
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-80876-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415710893

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Beyond ContinuityAnatomy of a Premise Line
Script Supervision for the Modern FilmmakerHow to Master Premise and Story Development for Writing Success

Mary Cybulski, Script Editor, Los Angeles, CA, USA
A guide to the craft of script supervising, this book includes
practical instruction and examples explaining the skills needed
to work as a professional script supervisor. Mary Cybulski covers
the basic skills of breaking down a script, taking notes on set,
matching, cheating, screen direction, and what the director,
actors, and editor expect from a script supervisor. Also included
are many of the more subtle, but just as important, skills: how
to get a job, how to tell what is important in a script and on set,
how to get along with the cast and crew, and how not to get
overwhelmed when there is too much information to process.

Focal Press
Market: filmmaking
March 2014: 6 x 9: 258pp
Pb: 978-0-240-81489-6: $31.95

Jeff Lyons, Story editor Kensington Entertainment; Guest
lecturer, UCLA Extension Writers Program; Stanford University
Online Writer’s Studio
If a story is going to fail, it will do so first at the premise level.
Anatomy of a Premise Line: How to Master Premise and Story
Development for Writing Success is the only book of its kind to
identify a seven-step development process that can be repeated
and applied to any story idea. This process will save you time,
money, and potentially months of wasted writing, so whether
you are trying to write a feature screenplay, develop a television
pilot, or just trying to figure out your next story move as a writer,
this book gives you the tools you need to know which ideas are
worth pursuing.

Focal Press
Market: Screenwriting
July 2015: 6 x 9: 208pp

eBook: 978-0-240-81490-2Hb: 978-1-138-91758-3: $90.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780240814896Pb: 978-1-138-83885-7: $29.95

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138838857
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Dummy text to keep placeholder5th Edition
The Filmmaker's Eye: The Language of the LensAlternative Scriptwriting
The Power of Lenses and the Expressive Cinematic ImageBeyond the Hollywood Formula

Gustavo Mercado, Independent filmmaker, Professor in
Hunter College's Film & Media Studies Department, New
York, NY, USA
While some cinematography books touch on the use of different
lenses, this is the first book to treat the topic with the breadth
it commands. The Filmmaker’s Eye: The Language of the Lens shows
readers in a visually-stunning way how crucial lens selection is
to the design and intentions of a filmmaker’s visual story. Scenes
from a wide range of movies are shown in 4-color, and then

Ken Dancyger, Tisch School of the Arts, New York University,
NY, USA and Jeff Rush, Temple University, Philadelphia, PA,
USA
Unlike other screenwriting books, this unique guide pushes
writers to challenge themselves and break free of tired, formulaic
writing—bending or breaking the rules of storytelling as we
know them. Like the best-selling previous editions, the seasoned
authors explore alternative approaches to the traditional
three-act story structure.

Updates to the new edition include:

* Brand new chapters on multiple-threaded long form, serial
television scripts, genre, how genre’s very form is flexible to a

broken down to convey what lens was used, why it was used, and how the reader can use
that lens on their own film to achieve the look, story, and emotions they seek.

Focal Press
Market: Filmm / Film Production / Directionnarrative, character development, and an in-depth case study of the dark side of the fable;
July 2015: 210pp* An international range of contemporary and classic cinema examples; * A look at

perspective as voice
Pb: 978-0-415-82131-5: $31.95
eBook: 978-0-240-82520-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415821315Focal Press

Market: Film/Screenwriting
February 2013: 6 x 9: 488pp
Pb: 978-0-240-52246-3: $38.95
eBook: 978-0-240-52247-0
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-80849-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780240522463

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
The Filmmaker's EyeThe Screenwriter’s Roadmap
Learning (and Breaking) the Rules of Cinematic Composition21 Ways to Jumpstart Your Story

Gustavo Mercado, Independent filmmaker, Professor in
Hunter College's Film & Media Studies Department, New
York, NY, USA
This is the only book that combines conceptual and practical
instruction on creating polished and eloquent images for film
and video with the technical know-how to achieve them. Loaded
with hundreds of full-color examples, The Filmmaker's Eye is a
focused, easy-to-reference guide that shows you how to become
a strong visual storyteller through smart, effective choices for

your shots.

Neil Landau, Professor & Lecturer, MFA Screenwriting &
Producing Programs at UCLA School of Theater, Film,
Television & Digital Media
The potentially long and arduous journey of writing a screenplay
was just made easier to navigate with The Screenwriter's
Roadmap. This book keeps you on track and helps you to write
a finished, professional quality screenplay. Neil Landau provides
you with 21 Guideposts that will help you nail down your
screenplay's story structure, deepen its character arcs, bolster
stakes, heighten suspense and diagnose and repair its potential
weaknesses. The Guideposts are augmented by interactive
exercises, end of chapter "homework" assignments, examples
from the latest blockbusters and over 20 interviews with some

of Hollywood's most successful screenwriters and directors.

Focal Press
Market: filmmaking
September 2010: 9 x 9: 192pp
Pb: 978-0-240-81217-5: $27.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780240812175

Focal Press
Market: Screenwriting
October 2012: 6 x 9: 310pp
Pb: 978-0-240-82060-6: $25.95
eBook: 978-0-240-82063-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780240820606

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Behind the LensScreenwriter's Compass
Dispatches from the Cinematographic TrenchesCharacter As True North

Jay Holben, Producer/Director, Technical Editor Digital Video
Magazine
The ever-evolving world of digital motion imaging can be
intimidating and confusing to the non-expert. For over half a
decade, Digital Video Magazine's technical editor, Jay Holben,
has helped his readers navigate the ins and outs of digital images
through hundreds of colorfully illustrated articles and columns.
This carefully curated collection of articles from Digital Video,
Videography, and TV Technology covers ground from camera
technology to lenses to tips and techniques for better lighting.
Holben clearly illuminates the very complex world of digital

Guy Gallo, Screenwriter and Professor, Columbia University
Many screenwriting books emphasize structure and plot to the
detriment of character and, perhaps partly because of this, a
frequent flaw of the modern screenplay is the over-reliance on
plot as the GPS of the composition journey. In Screenwriter's
Compass, Guy Gallo shows aspiring and professional
screenwriters how to move away from the turn-by-turn
directions of the outline and navigate more
intuitively. Screenwriters will see that narrative grows out of
behavior and will stop pushing and pummeling their characters
to fit the outline. With Gallo's guidance, screenwriters will learn
how to root their funniest prose and catchiest dialogue in
character and voice to make their worlds real.

imaging, providing the reader with a solid understanding of how to create outstanding
professional images.

Focal Press
Market: Screenwriting
February 2012: 6 x 9: 200pp
Pb: 978-0-240-81807-8: $24.95

Focal Press
Market: filmmaking
August 2015: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 368pp
Hb: 978-1-138-81347-2: $150.00

eBook: 978-0-240-81808-5 Pb: 978-1-138-81348-9: $49.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780240818078 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138813489
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Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Cinema RawTell Your Story
Shooting and Color Grading with the Ikonoskop, Digital Bolex, and
Blackmagic Cinema Cameras

Visual Storytelling Pitfalls and How to Avoid Them
Bill Dill, Member of American Society of Cinematographers (ASC), Professor, Dodge
College of Film and Media Arts, Chapman University, AFI Conservatory,
Cinematography Department, Currently Senior Lecturer

Kurt Lancaster, Digital filmmaker, Multimedia producer,
Northern Arizona University, USA
Kurt Lancaster takes filmmakers through the raw workflow with
the next generation of digital cinema cameras. While DSLR and
HD video cameras have done the job in the past, shooting with
raw allows filmmakers to capture an image in its purest form,
which in turn gives them the freedom to manipulate the image
in postproduction without degrading the quality. With the recent
surge of affordable raw cameras on the market, this book
empowers filmmakers to craft visually stunning films on a greatly
reduced budget. A companion website offers video interviews

Many filmmaking books address the preproduction and production process of making a
movie, but few tackle the true art of visual storytelling. Bill Dill shows first-time filmmakers
how to avoid the rookie mistakes that prevent quality ideas from finding their way on to
the screen. He discusses what he calls "filmmaking defaults," generic, simplistic, or shallow
visual choices to which first time filmmakers too often fall victim.  Learn how to recognize
and avoid these predictable traps with this full-color guide, packed with film stills, and
unlock your creative instincts that are waiting to take visual form.
Focal Press
Market: filmmaking
September 2015: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 224pp with the camera creators, bonus chapters, camera user manuals, and resources for further

study about raw cinema.
Pb: 978-0-415-70596-7: $33.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415705967

Focal Press
Market: Film / Video
May 2014: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 202pp
Pb: 978-0-415-81050-0: $38.95
eBook: 978-0-203-78342-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415810500

2nd EditionDummy text to keep placeholder
Cinematography: Theory and PracticeDigital Cinematography
Image Making for Cinematographers and DirectorsFundamentals, Tools, Techniques, and Workflows

Blain Brown, Director of Photography, Los Angeles, CA, USA
The previous edition sold over 50,000 copies! A leading book in
the field, Cinematography has been translated into many
languages and is a staple at the world's top film schools.
Cinematography presents the basics and beyond, employing
clear explanations of standard practice together with substantial
illustrations and diagrams to reveal the real world of film
production. Covering the most up-to-date information on the
film/digital interface, new formats, the latest cranes and camera
support and other equipment, it also illustrates the classic tried
and true methods.

Focal Press
Market: filmmaking
July 2011: 7 x 10: 366pp
Pb: 978-0-240-81209-0: $53.95

David Stump, Television Producer, Director and Editor;
Consultant; Apple Certified Trainer, Oak Park, CA, USA
This book offers film directors, cinematographers, camera
operators, and producers a deep understanding of the emerging
high-end digital cinematography cameras used to shoot feature
films. The benefits and drawbacks of digital vs. film acquisition
are still debated, but digital cinematography camera sales have
surpassed mechanical cameras in the classic 35mm format.
Accurate, unbiased information on the tools and techniques of
digital cinematography is hard to find; breathless manufacturer
hype dominates. This book is an eagerly anticipated antidote,

written by a prestigious author, well-known for his work on technical assessments of motion
picture cameras.

Focal Press
Market: filmmaking
May 2014: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 494pp
Pb: 978-0-240-81791-0: $58.95

eBook: 978-0-080-95895-8
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-80500-9

eBook: 978-0-240-81792-7 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780240812090
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780240817910

2nd EditionDummy text to keep placeholder
Voice & VisionThe Filmmaker’s Guide to Digital Imaging
A Creative Approach to Narrative Film and DV Productionfor Cinematographers, Digital Imaging Technicians, and Camera

Assistants Mick Hurbis-Cherrier, Hunter College, New York, NY, USA
Voice & Vision is a comprehensive manual for independent
filmmakers and film students who want a solid grounding in the
tools, techniques, and processes of narrative film in order to
achieve their artistic vision. This book includes essential and
detailed information on relevant film and digital video tools, a
thorough overview of the filmmaking stages, and the aesthetic
considerations for telling a visual story.

Focal Press
Market: filmmaking
June 2011: 578pp
Pb: 978-0-240-81158-1: $58.95

Blain Brown, Director of Photography, Los Angeles, CA, USA
It’s a new world for cinematographers, camera assistants, and
postproduction artists. New roles such as that of the DIT (Digital
Imaging Technician), Digital Loader, and Data Manager are
integral to today’s motion picture production process. With The
Filmmaker's Guide to Digital Imaging, esteemed author Blain
Brown covers both the theory and the practice, providing
full-color, in-depth instruction in essential terminology,
technology, and industry-wide best-practices. Interviews with
professional cinematographers and DITs offer essential insight
for working in today’s motion picture industry, and the
companion website features engaging demonstrations of the

techniques discussed in the book.
eBook: 978-0-080-88505-6

Focal Press
Market: filmmaking
October 2014: 310pp

Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-80773-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780240811581

Pb: 978-0-415-85411-5: $48.95
eBook: 978-1-315-77716-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415854115
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Dummy text to keep placeholder3rd Edition
Book of SidesGrammar of the Shot
Original, Short Scenes for Actors and DirectorsChristopher J. Bowen, Framingham State College; Avid

certified instructor; Creative Director/Production Manager,
Fellsway Creatives; Somerville, MA, USA and Roy Thompson,
(deceased), former freelance trainer at Berlin Television
Training Centre, Berlin, Germany
We "read" images just as we do words. Images, like sentences,
have their own grammar. In order to tell an effective visual story,
an image maker must first learn this visual grammar—so that
they can abide by and effectively break the rules. This book
covers the established conventions of image-making in a clear
and concise manual that introduces these concepts to novices
and serves as a refresher for more veteran shooters. Format
agnostic, this book offers what video/film artists need to know.

Dave Kost, Professor at Chapman University’s Dodge College
of Film and Media Arts, Orange, CA
In Book of Sides, Dave Kost brings two decades of teaching
experience to the table to deliver the ideal set of scenes for busy
classroom settings, auditions, and general training. These scenes
are considerably shorter than those in similar books but still
feature the structure of typical scenes with arcs, clear playable
objectives, and stakes for both actors. Each scene is one page
in length; printed in an easily readable, film-script format; and
completely original, allowing aspiring actors and directors to
produce and distribute reinterpretations without worrying about

copyright restrictions.
The concise, easy-to-use presentation that is the hallmark of this book is maintained, while

Focal Press
the added companion website offers more examples and resources to drive home the
lessons contained within.

Market: Acting / Directing
July 2014: 8-1/2 x 11: 224pp
Hb: 978-1-138-02225-6: $125.00Focal Press

Market: filmmaking
February 2013: 6 x 9: 312pp
Pb: 978-0-240-52601-0: $28.95

Pb: 978-1-138-02226-3: $23.95
eBook: 978-1-315-77720-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138022263

eBook: 978-0-240-52609-6
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-52121-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780240526010

5th EditionDummy text to keep placeholder
DirectingMartin Scorsese in 10 Scenes
Film Techniques and AestheticsTim Grierson, Film and Music Critic; Vice President, Los Angeles Film Critics Association

Martin Scorsese in Ten Scenes takes an intriguing look at the life’s work of one of the world’s
greatest filmmakers. Boiling down the Oscar-winner’s career to ten indelible scenes, this

Michael Rabiger, Professor Emeritus, Columbia College,
Chicago, IL, USA and Mick Hurbis-Cherrier, Hunter College,
New York, NY, USA
Michael Rabiger's books have sold over 100,000 copies and are
popular worldwide among filmmakers and film students.
Directing is a comprehensive manual that teaches the essentials
of filmmaking from the perspective of the director. Covering the
entire process of filmmaking, this book is a rich resource that
filmmakers will return to throughout their career. The hallmark
of Rabiger's books is the emphasis on doing. Concepts are
connected with action and hands-on work; every principle is

beautiful, full color collection examines Scorsese’s trademark techniques while offering
critical analysis, filmmaking tips, and firsthand accounts from the cast and crew. An essential
read for filmmakers, film students, and movie fans, this engaging and accessible book
makes use of previously unreleased, behind-the-scenes material to present a multi-faceted
view of each scene.

Focal Press
Market: Film / Directing
August 2015: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 192pp
Pb: 978-1-138-89168-5: $34.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138891685

made realizable through projects and exercises. They show how to: discover your artistic
identity; develop credible and compelling stories with cast and crew; and become a
storyteller with a distinctive voice and style.

Focal Press
Market: Film and Video
January 2013: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 532pp
Pb: 978-0-240-81845-0: $53.95
eBook: 978-0-203-07238-7
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-80882-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780240818450

6th EditionDummy text to keep placeholder
Directing the DocumentaryDirecting 3D

Michael Rabiger, Professor Emeritus, Columbia College,
Chicago, IL, USA
Directing the Documentary, Sixth Edition is the definitive book on
the form. Ideal for documentary courses as well as aspiring and
established documentary filmmakers, this book has it all, with
in-depth lessons and an insider's perpsective on preproduction,
production, and postproduction. Including dozens of projects,
exercises, and thought-provoking questions, this edition covers
both the fundamental basics as well as more advanced issues,
best practices for researching and honing a documentary idea,
developing a crew, and much more. A companion website
features handy production checklists and forms, updated

projects, exercises, and video examples.

Techniques and Best Practices for Stereoscopic Filmmakers
Celine Tricart, Filmmaker and Stereographer, LA
A visual book for the visual artist, Directing 3D is a comprehensive overview of the theory,
language, and the techniques behind stereoscopic 3D filmmaking, all in one package. The
history of the technique is given coverage, every key term is defined and put into context,
and lessons on using the medium as a storytelling tool are included throughout, creating
a perfect blend of the theory, the practice, and the history.

Focal Press
Market: Directing / 3D
September 2015: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 300pp
Pb: 978-1-138-84789-7: $54.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138847897

Focal Press
Market: Directing / Documentary
August 2014: 7 1/4 x 10 1/4: 536pp
Pb: 978-0-415-71930-8: $53.95
eBook: 978-1-315-86750-2
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-81089-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415719308
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6th Edition4th Edition • NEW EDITION
Single-Camera Video ProductionDocumentary Storytelling

Robert B. Musburger, PhD, Professor Emeritus and former
Director of the School of Communication, University of
Houston,TX, USA and Michael R. Ogden
Simple, elegant, and easy to use, Single-Camera Video Production,
Sixth Edition explains everything film and video professionals
need to know to create video using the single-camera format.
This book serves as an all-encompassing toolkit for
understanding and implementing single-camera workflows.
New to this edition are expanded sections on audio, field-tested
production techniques, recording formats, distribution methods,
and much more. An all new companion website features video
examples of the concepts discussed in the book, as well as rolling
updates from the authors on technological advances.

Creative Nonfiction on Screen
Sheila Curran Bernard, Award-Winning Filmmaker, Professor
at University at Albany, State University of New York
Documentary Storytelling offers an unique, in-depth look at
story and structure within films and videos based on factual
material and the drama of real life. It is filled with real-world
examples drawn from the author's career and the experiences
of a range of filmmakers, both emerging and established. In this
newly updated edition, author Sheila Curran Bernard includes
new case studies and interviews from a range of filmmakers,
enhances the graphic illustration of various documentary
structures, and strives to better define documentary from other
forms of nonfiction. She also explores the ethical issues in
documentary storytelling. Focal Press

Market: filmmaking
Focal Press

June 2014: 6 x 9: 308pp
Market: Documentary

Pb: 978-0-415-82258-9: $31.95
July 2015: 6 x 9: 368pp

eBook: 978-0-203-37152-7
Pb: 978-0-415-84330-0: $33.95

Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-81264-9
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-81241-0 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415822589
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415843300

3rd Edition • NEW EDITION2nd Edition
How Video WorksThe Shut Up and Shoot Documentary Guide
From Analog to High DefinitionA Down & Dirty DV Production
Diana Weynand, Award winning producer, director, editor, and co-founder of Rev
Up Transmedia.

Anthony Q. Artis, Filmmaker, Adjunct Professor of film and
television, NYU
To anyone who wants to make a documentary but doesn’t have
a lot of time, money, or experience, Anthony Artis says: "It’s time
to get down and dirty!"—a filmmaking mentality that teaches
guerilla filmmakers to be creative with their resources and do
more with less. This all new edition of a bestselling classic reveals
how to make documentaries better, faster, and cheaper and
includes fresh coverage of DSLR cameras, lighting gear, visual
storytelling, shooting on iPhones, previsualization,
postproduction techniques, and distribution in the online era.
A bonus website features video and audio tutorials, interviews

with filmmakers, storyboards, releases, equipment guides, and checklists.

How Video Works has been a bible for professionals working with video since 1985, offering
easy-to-understand explanations of everything from analogue theory to the latest digital
technology. This newly updated 3rd edition expands its focus from a primarily
broadcast-oriented use of video to today's multi-platform applications. It covers important
information that everyone who makes videos needs to know - whether they are creating
a YouTube video, a streaming-only TV show, or a feature film. The new edition features
easy to understand explanations of the entire world of video, plenty of illustrations that
bring theoretical principles to life, and the technical details you need to make your way in
video without requiring an engineering background to understand.

Focal Press
Market: filmmaking
October 2015: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 318ppFocal Press

Market: Film & Video Production / Documentary
May 2014: 7 1/4 x 10 1/4: 400pp
Pb: 978-0-240-82415-4: $39.95

Pb: 978-1-138-78601-1: $51.95
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-80933-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138786011

eBook: 978-0-240-82444-4
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-80935-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780240824154

Dummy text to keep placeholder5th Edition • NEW EDITION
Experimental FilmmakingProducing and Directing the Short Film and Video
Break the MachinePeter Rea and David K. Irving, Associate Professor in the

Film and Television Department at New York University,
Tisch School of the Arts
Producing and Directing the Short Film and Video, Fifth Edition is
the definitive book on the subject for the serious film student
or amateur filmmaker. Featuring extensive examples from
award-winning shorts and quotes from the filmmakers
themselves, the book uses a unique, two-fold approach to look
at filmmaking from the perspectives of both the producer and
director, and walks the reader through all the steps of
preproduction, production, postproduction, and distribution. A

Kathryn Ramey, Associate Professor of Filmmaking at
Emerson College’s Department of Visual and Media Arts,
Boston, MA
Experimental Filmmaking emerges out of a deep and abiding
love of celluloid and artisanal media practices and a personal
exploration of the field of experimental film, animation, and
video produced since the beginnings of cinema. Although there
have been many critical and historical books on the subject,
there has never been a comprehensive instructional manual on
experimental processes. Here, for the first time in a single volume,

newly expanded companion website contains useful forms and information on financing Kathryn Ramey has provided a thorough and accessible guidebook on the methodology
sources, distributors, film and video festivals, film schools, internet sources for short works,
and professional associations.

and craft of experimental filmmaking, showing aspiring practitioners step-by-step the
material processes that will help enhance the depth, nuance, and originality of their work.

Focal Press Focal Press
Market: Film
July 2015: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 416pp
Hb: 978-1-138-89817-2: $130.00

Market: Producing / Directing
March 2015: 8-1/2 x 11: 500pp
Pb: 978-0-415-73255-0: $58.95
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-81174-1 Pb: 978-0-240-82396-6: $49.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415732550 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780240823966
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Location Audio SimplifiedThe Filmmaker's Safety Book
Capturing Your Audio... and Your AudienceCreating an Effective Safety Program for Your Production Department

Dean Miles, Location audio operator, Canada
In Location Audio Simplified, Dean Miles applies his 25 years’
experience as a professional location sound technician and
shares the best techniques and secrets to producing quality
audio for your production. Humorous and practical, the book
covers a wide array of topics, such as location selection, using a
field mixer, using different kinds of microphones (including
wireless systems), booming, and camera calibration. Learn the
secrets of a real-world professional with easy to follow,
non-technical tips and techniques that you can apply in the field
on your projects immediately. Accompanied by a companion
website with video examples of techniques discussed in the
book being performed.

Harry Box, Cinematographer, credits include NBC's Heros and ABC's Brothers and
Sisters
Injuries (sometimes tragic) occur all too frequently on film sets. Often even a minimal
amount of safety training could have made all the difference in the outcome of the accident.
The Filmmaker's Safety Book provides succinct, easy-to-read, crucial information about onset
safety protocols that can't be found anywhere else. By looking at successful safety programs
within academic and commercial production environments, this book distills the best ideas
for impelementing a program that promotes safety awareness and accountability.

Focal Press
Market: filmmaking
September 2015: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 380pp
Pb: 978-0-415-74507-9: $48.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415745079

Focal Press
Market: filmmaking
August 2014: 6 x 9: 232pp
Pb: 978-1-138-01877-8: $38.95
eBook: 978-1-315-85846-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138018778

4th EditionDummy text to keep placeholder
Producing Great Sound for Film and VideoThe Art of Short Form Content
Expert Tips from Preproduction to Final MixBryan Cook, Executive Content Producer / Director, Multimedia / Editor, Team One

Advertising Jay Rose, Sound Designer, Columnist, Digital Video Magazine
Featuring the latest software and new, in-depth interviews from
key players in the field, Producing Great Sound for Film and Video,
Fourth Edition shows film and video production professionals
how to make their film or video projects sound as good as they
look. This solution-oriented guide is filled with FAQs, how-tos,
tips, and time savers, and includes a robust companion website
featuring audio samples and video tutorials. Readers will learn
about digital audio workflows, technical setups and guidelines,
solutions for budgeting and scheduling, preproduction planning,
postproduction hardware, and much more.

The Art of Short-Form Content is a look at a type of content we take for granted, but one
that surrounds us in a typical day-commercials on TV, clips on YouTube, trailers advertising
upcoming releases – short-form content is everywhere. Despite this there are few resources
dedicated to crafting this content through careful editing and compelling storytelling. This
book fills the void by answering the type of questions that working short-form content
creators deal with every day in a lively and engaging fashion. In-depth analysis and
interviews with leading short-form content creators make it ideal for students aspiring to
work in this fast-growing sector, as well as professionals looking to expand their skill sets.

Focal Press
Market: filmmaking
September 2015: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4

Focal Press
Market: Film & Video / Audio
July 2014: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 576pp

Pb: 978-1-138-91051-5: $36.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138910515

Pb: 978-0-415-72207-0: $53.95
eBook: 978-1-315-85850-0
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-80970-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415722070

2nd Edition5th Edition • NEW EDITION
The Art Direction Handbook for Film & TelevisionTelevision Sports Production

Michael Rizzo, Film and Televison Art Director, current Art
Director of Glee
In this new and expanded edition of The Art Direction Handbook,
author Michael Rizzo now covers art direction for television, in
addition to updated coverage of film design. This
comprehensive, professional manual details the set-up of the
art department and the day-to-day job duties: scouting for
locations, research, executing the design concept, supervising
scenery construction, and surviving production. Beyond that,
there is an emphasis on not just how to do the job, but how to
succeed and secure other jobs. Rounding out the text is an

Jim Owens, Dean of the School of Communication Arts at
Asbury University
In Television Sports Production, Fifth Edition Jim Owens covers the
latest technology and tools in sports production, including 3D,
surround sound, Ultra-High Vision, and more. Originally written
by the producers of the Olympics as a training guide for their
staff worldwide, this manual shows how to shoot and broadcast
sports ranging from soccer to basketball, track and field events,
and skiing. Whether producing a local high school football game,
the Super Bowl, or something as complex as the Olympic Games,
this is for TV producers who can't afford a misstep. There are no

instant replays in the action, and broadcasters need to get it right the first time! extensive collection of useful forms and checklists, as well as interviews with prominent
art directors.Focal Press

Market: Television Production Focal Press
July 2015: 8-1/2 x 11: 264pp Market: filmmaking
Pb: 978-1-138-78130-6: $64.95 September 2014: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 544pp
eBook: 978-1-315-77000-0 Pb: 978-0-415-84279-2: $48.95
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-80916-8 eBook: 978-1-315-77087-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138781306 Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-80680-8

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415842792
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Final Cut Pro X Beyond the BasicsThe Editor's Toolkit
Advanced Techniques for EditorsA Hands-on Guide to the Art of Film Editing

Tom Wolsky, Senior Instructor at Digital Media Academy,
Certified Final Cut Pro Trainer
Covering the most recent 10.1 release, and picking up where
the intro-level books leave off, Final Cut Pro X Beyond the Basics
is brimming with cutting-edge techniques and time-saving tips
that aspiring and established video editors will reference again
and again. Wolsky covers all the bases, including using markers
and the timeline index, working with compound clips, expanding
audio components and working with audio effects, multicam,
color correction including secondary corrections and isolated
color adjustment, compositing, animation, and much more. The

Chris Wadsworth, BBC affiliated with credits that include Blackadder, Absolutely
Fabulous, The Catherine Tate Show, Birds of a Feather, and others
The Editor's Toolkit is a hands-on, tutorial based guide to the craft of editing- learn the
tricks, understand the techniques, and turn your new understanding into instinct. Accessible
and to-the-point, this primer is a must-read for anyone looking to learn both the art and
technique of editing. Humorous and in 4-color throughout, the book features lessons on
combining shots, editing dialogue, editing for different genres, creating stylized scenes,
output, and much more.

Focal Press
Market: Video Editing
September 2015: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 272pp

book's companion website features video tutorials of techniques in action, as well as
updates addressing revisions to the software.

Pb: 978-1-138-90337-1: $44.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138903371

Focal Press
Market: Video Editing / Multimedia
August 2014: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 408pp
Pb: 978-1-138-78711-7: $53.95
eBook: 978-1-315-76681-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138787117

Dummy text to keep placeholder2nd Edition • NEW EDITION
Avid UncutCutting Rhythms
Workflows, Tips, and Techniques from Hollywood ProsShaping the Film Edit

Steve Hullfish, Editor, Producer, IL, USA
Avid is an incredibly deep program with thousands of features.
In this must-own book for any Avid editor, Steve Hullfish reveals
vital time-saving techniques and tips that will wow clients and
keep them coming back for more. Topics include pre-post
workflows; settings; off-line workflows with coverage on
trimming, multicam, using Phrasefind, audio, and stereoscopic
3D; on-line workflows including importing from other editing
apps, color correction, and collaborating with ProTools; effects;
and video hardware. Also included is a chapter dedicated to
editors switching over to Avid from Final Cut Pro and a

companion website loaded with videos demonstrating techniques discussed in the book.

Karen Pearlman, Head of Screen Studies, Australian Film, Television and Radio School
Rhythm is a fundamental tool of the film editor, and Cutting Rhythms breaks down that
fundamental tool in an accessible way that allows you to apply the principles to your own
work. Offering possibilities opposed to prescriptions, the book presents questions editors
and filmmakers can ask themselves about their work along with a clear and useful vocabulary
for working with those questions.

Focal Press
Market: Video Editing
August 2015: 7 1/2 x 9 1/5: 384pp
Pb: 978-1-138-85651-6: $39.95
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-81014-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138856516

Focal Press
Market: Filmmaking / Postproduction
May 2014: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 416pp
Pb: 978-0-415-82764-5: $48.95
eBook: 978-0-203-52223-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415827645

2nd Edition2nd Edition • NEW EDITION
Dialogue Editing for Motion PicturesThe Focal Easy Guide to Final Cut Pro X
A Guide to the Invisible ArtRick Young, Director and Founding Member of the UK Final

Cut Pro User Group and an Apple Solutions Expert
Covering the most recent 10.1.2 release, and packed with
tutorials and real-world examples, The Focal Easy Guide to Final
Cut Pro X, Second Edition clearly explains the key concepts of Final
Cut Pro X and ways to achieve results quickly, regardless of the
skill level of the video editor. This new edition features a
thorough introduction to Final Cut Pro X; concise, step-by-step
coverage of tools and features that will enable editors to produce
professional-grade content; and a companion website with
downloadable footage on which editors can practice, video
tutorials demonstrating techniques described in the book, as
well as periodic PDF and video updates covering changes to

the software.

John Purcell, an Emmy award-winning dialogue editor with
experience in film, video and music editing
In Dialogue Editing for Motion Pictures, Second Edition veteran film
sound editor John Purcell arms aspiring and beginning sound
editors with classic as well as cutting-edge practices to effectively
edit dialogue for film, TV, and video. In straightforward terms,
he describes how to produce professional level dialogue tracks
with industry-proven techniques. Additionally, readers will find
innovative solutions to common dialogue editing challenges
such as room tone balancing, noise removal, perspective control,
finding and using alternative takes, and even time management

and postproduction politics. A robust companion website features project files and video
tutorials.

Focal Press Focal Press
Market: Multimedia / Video Editing Market: Editing / Postproduction
October 2014: 6 x 9: 282pp July 2013: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 448pp
Pb: 978-1-138-78553-3: $38.95 Pb: 978-0-415-82817-8: $48.95
eBook: 978-1-315-76775-8 eBook: 978-0-203-78457-0
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-52383-5 Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-80918-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138785533 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415828178
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2nd EditionDummy text to keep placeholder
The VES Handbook of Visual EffectsMasters of FX
Industry Standard VFX Practices and ProceduresBehind the Scenes with Masters of Visual and Special Effects

Edited by Susan Zwerman, a highly respected Visual Effects
Producer who has been producing visual effects for more
than 20 years. She is also a well-known seminar leader and
author. and Jeffrey A. Okun, a prominent Visual Effects
Supervisor who has supervised high-profile visual
effects–heavy feature films for over 30 years, is currently
Chair of the Visual Effects Society (VES).
The award winning VES Handbook of Visual Effects remains the
most complete guide to visual effects techniques and best
practices available today. The second edition has been updated

Ian Failes, Film Critic; Journalist; Author; Sydney, Australia
It would be rare these days to find a film that did not in some way depend on the magic
of viual effects- from the raging computer-generated dinosaurs in Steven Spielberg's Jurrasic
Park, to the fantastical worlds of Tim Burton's Alice in Wonderland., and the photoreal tiger
and ocean in Ang Lee's Life of Pi. Through interviews with 16 of the leading effects pioneers
from around the world, author Ian Failes explores the making of some of the most
memorable film sequences ever produced, showcasing the shift from practical to digital
magic with original behind-the-scenes imagery, shot breakdowns, and detailed explanations
of some of the secrets behind the making of cinema's most extraordinary creations.

Focal Press
Market: Film / Video with the latest on evolving techniques, software, and hardware. It is filled with
August 2015: 192pp industry-standard techniques learned from trial and error and practical experience. The
Pb: 978-1-138-84596-1: $34.95

book includes best practices, tips and tricks, shortcuts, and is packed with wisdom from* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138845961
the vanguard of the visual effects industry learned through decades of real-world experience.
Bonus material available on the website www.FocalPress.com/cw/zwerman

Focal Press
Market: Filmmaking & Post Production
August 2014: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 1100pp
Hb: 978-1-138-01289-9: $145.00
Pb: 978-0-240-82518-2: $73.95
eBook: 978-0-240-82521-2
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-81242-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780240825182

Dummy text to keep placeholder2nd Edition • NEW EDITION
3D PostproductionThe Green Screen Handbook
Stereoscopic Workflows and TechniquesReal-World Production Techniques

Rick Baumgartner, Digital Media Producer, Los Angeles, CA,
USA
3D postproduction might well be the most overlooked part of
creating 3D productions. An effective 3D post workflow allows
for easier and more flexible editing, greater capacity for VFX
enhancement, the ability to fix production mistakes, and much
more. It is a topic that has been touched on in other 3D books,
but not covered comprehensively, until now. In this book,
Baumgartner provides real-life postproduction workflows for
post-artists working with stereoscopic 3D media. These
workflows have been used on actual productions and when

Jeff Foster, Digital Video and Film Producer, Hercules, CA,
USA
The Green Screen Handbook, Second Edition is a unique,
all-inclusive guide to effectively using green screens during film
and video production. Comprehensive, full-color technique
tutorials and step-by-step instruction cover matting and keying
basics; setups using fabric, portable background panels, or paint;
lighting and digital camera essentials; broadcast TV hardware
switchers; professional HD and major motion picture
compositing; multiple-colored screen composites; directing
storyboards and talent; working with virtual sets; motion tracking;

implemented, will save postproduction as well as production teams valuable dollars andand much more. The companion website includes sample footage and project files
showcasing the techniques featured in the book. time. A companion website (www.focalpress.com/cw/baumgartner) featuring project files

and video clips demonstrating the 3D workflows covered in the book is included.Focal Press
Market: Film / Video Focal Press

Market: Filmmaking / Postproduction / Multimedia
April 2014: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 288pp
Pb: 978-0-415-81013-5: $43.95

November 2014: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 418pp
Pb: 978-1-138-78033-0: $53.95
eBook: 978-1-315-77083-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138780330 eBook: 978-0-203-78391-7

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415810135

2nd EditionDummy text to keep placeholder
The Foley GrailModern Post
The Art of Performing Sound for Film, Games, and AnimationWorkflows and Techniques for Digital Filmmakers

Vanessa Theme Ament, Award-winning Foley Artist and
Sound Designer
In The Foley Grail, Second Edition, award-winning Foley artist
Vanessa Theme Ament teaches sound designers how Foley is
crafted and edited for any project. Various renowned sound
artists provide a treasure trove of shortcuts, hot tips, and other
tricks of the trade. This new edition features entirely new
chapters dedicated to Foley in games, television, broadcasting,
and animation; case studies from well-known films, shows,
games, and animations; interviews with current sound artists
from across the globe; and an extensive companion website
featuring video demonstrations of Foley artists at work, video
tutorials, author lectures, teaching aids, and much more.

Scott Arundale, Professor, Chapman University, Dodge
College of Film and Media Arts, Orange, CA, USA and Tashi
Trieu, Color and Visual effects artist, credits including Thor:
The Dark World and Iron Man 3, Glendale, CA, USA
Modern Post explains the creative tools and workflows available
to filmmakers today, so they understand how to use them, along
with when, why, and how these decisions empower storytelling.
Scott Arundale and Tashi Trieu use non-technical jargon to guide
the reader through preproduction— what camera is best for
telling a story and why, budgeting; production— on-set data

management, dailies, green screen, digital cinematography; and postproduction— editing,
visual effects, color correction, and distribution. Case studies show these solutions in
real-world situations and the website features videos of techniques discussed in the book,
project files, and PDF updates of technological changes. Focal Press

Market: FilmFocal Press
Market: Filmmaking & Post Production
October 2014: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 328pp
Pb: 978-0-415-74702-8: $49.95

March 2014: 6 x 9: 280pp
Pb: 978-0-415-84085-9: $38.95
eBook: 978-0-203-76688-0
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-81125-3eBook: 978-1-315-79727-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415840859* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415747028
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Design for MotionCompositing Visual Effects in After Effects
Fundamentals and Techniques of Motion DesignEssential Techniques

Austin Shaw, Motion Designer; Professor, Savannah College
of Art and Design
Plumb the depths of core motion design fundamentals and
harness the essential techniques of this diverse and innovative
medium. Combine basic art and design principles with creative
storytelling to create compelling style frames, design boards,
and motion design projects. Here in, one volume, Austin Shaw

Lee Lanier, Visual Effects Artist, Former Senior Animator at
PDI/Dreamworks
Learn how to composite professional-quality, high-end visual
effects using After Effects. Lee Lanier covers all the common
visual effects tasks any serious artist needs to know, including
complex greenscreen removal, motion tracking, advanced
channel and colorspace manipulation, particle simulation, and
the realistic integration of 3D renders and render passes. Apply
these techniques through multi-chapter tutorials to produce
professional-level VFX shots.

covers all the principles any serious motion designer needs to know in order to make their
artistic visions a reality and confidently produce compositions for clients.

Focal Press
Video image sequences, 3D renders, matte paintings, and other tutorial materials is provided
at the book's companion website.

Market: Motion Design/ Motion Graphics/ Multimedia
September 2015: 296pp
Pb: 978-1-138-81209-3: $49.95

Focal Press * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138812093
Market: Postproduction / After Effects
September 2015: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 340pp
Pb: 978-1-138-80328-2: $58.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138803282

Dummy text to keep placeholder
After Effects and Cinema 4D Lite
3D Motion Graphics and Visual Effects Using CINEWARE

Chris Jackson, Computer Graphics Designer; Professor,
Rochester Institute of Technology, NY, USA
Motion graphic designers and VFX artists can take their projects
to the next level by mastering the new CINEWARE feature in
After Effects. The seamless integration of these two powerful
applications not only enhances the aesthetic value of motion
graphics and VFX work, but also saves money and time with
CINEWARE's assortment of new 3D tools and options. This
book explores how to import and export 3D assets and
compositions between each application, modeling techniques
and VFX involved in using both applications together, and

optimization and rendering for multiple outputs and devices. The companion website
features project files and video tutorials of the techniques covered in the book.

Focal Press
Market: Multimedia/After Effects/Cinema 4D
September 2014: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 302pp
Pb: 978-1-138-77793-4: $48.95
eBook: 978-1-315-77232-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138777934

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Cinema 4D Apprentice
Real-World Skills for the Aspiring Motion Graphics Artist

Kent McQuilkin, Instructor of 3D Design and Animation at
Pellissippi State College, contract Designer and Consultant
for Scripps Production
Series: Apprentice Series
Cinema 4D Apprentice teaches readers to create eye-popping
motion graphics, guiding the reader through 12 core lessons,
starting with the basics before moving onto more complex
techniques and concepts and then tying it all together with a
final project. Topics covered include getting familiar with the

UI, creating basic scenes, modeling, texture mapping, painting in 3D, integration with After
Effects, lighting, animation, and rendering. A new book in the successful Apprentice series,
Cinema 4D has unmatched integration with Adobe After Effects and its critically acclaimed
MoGraph module makes it especially popular among motion graphics artists.

Focal Press
Market: Motion Graphics / Multimedia
April 2015: 414pp
Pb: 978-1-138-01862-4: $58.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138018624
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3D Technology in Fine Art and CraftA Practical Guide to Indie Game Marketing
Exploring 3D Printing, Scanning, Sculpting and MillingJoel Dreskin

Marketing is an essential but too frequently overlooks or
minimized component of the release plan for indie games. A
Practical Guide to Indie Game Marketing provides you with the
tools needed to build visibility and sell your indie games. With
special focus on those developers with small budgets and limited
staff and resources, this book is packed with tangible
recommendations and techniques that you can put to use
immediately. As a seasoned professional of the indie game arena,
author Joel Dreskin gives you insight into practical, real-world
experiences of marketing numerous successful games and also
provides stories of the failures.

Bridgette Mongeon, Master sculptor; Author
The possibilities for creation are endless with 3D printing, sculpting, scanning, and milling,
and new opportunities are popping up faster than artists can keep up with them. 3D
Technology in Fine Art and Craft takes the mystery out of these exciting new processes by
demonstrating how to navigate their digital components and showing their real world
applications. Fine artists will learn to incorporate these new technologies into their studio
work, while computer graphic artists will see their creations come to life in a physical form
never before possible. Featuring a primer on 3D basics for beginners, interviews and tutorials
with prominent artists, in-depth market and intellectual property rights information, and
a comprehensive companion website, this book is your field guide to exploring the
exhilarating new world of 3D.

Focal Press Focal Press
Market: Gaming September 2015: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 336pp
July 2015: 6 x 9: 304pp Pb: 978-1-138-84433-9: $44.95
Pb: 978-1-138-80154-7: $43.95 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138844339
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138801547
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Designing Gamified SystemsThe Nine Old Men: Lessons, Techniques, and

Inspiration from Disney's Great Animators Meaningful Play in Interactive Entertainment, Marketing and Education
Sari Gilbert, Savannah College of Art and Design
Designing Gamified Systems is a fundamental guide for building
essential skills in game and interaction design to revitalize and
re-imagine real-world systems—from cities and corporations to
schools and the military. Brought together here for the first time,
leaders in the field like Katie Salen, Nicole Lazzaro, Patrick Jagoda,
Ken Eklund, Rajat Paharia and Sebastian Deterding explain how
they are redefining the job of the game designer. Author Sari
Gilbert develops a set of core principles and tools for using game
thinking and interactive design to build motivation, explain hard
concepts, broaden audiences, deepen commitments and
enhance human relationships.

Focal Press

Andreas Deja, Disney animator
Walt Disney’s team of core animators, whom he affectionately
called his "Nine Old Men," were known for creating Disney’s
most famous works, as well as for refining the 12 basic principles
of animation. Follow master animator and Disney legend Andreas
Deja as he takes you through the minds and works of these
notable animators. An apprentice to the Nine Old Men himself,

Deja gives special attention to each animator and provides a thoughtful analysis on their
techniques of figure drawing, acting, story structure, and execution. In addition, rare
sequential drawings from the Disney archives give you unprecedented access and insight
into the creative minds who changed the course of animation.

Focal Press
Market: Animation

Market: GamingAugust 2015: 294pp
July 2015: 6 x 9: 336ppHb: 978-0-415-84335-5: $40.00
Hb: 978-0-415-72571-2: $120.00* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415843355
Pb: 978-0-415-72570-5: $39.95
eBook: 978-1-315-85667-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415725705
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Create 2D Mobile Games with Corona SDKClockwork Game Design
For iOS and AndroidKeith Burgun

Clockwork Game Design contains the most functional and directly
applicable theory for game designers. It takes an extremely broad
view of the world of game design and focuses on what makes
games timeless. The approach is based on the concept that  a
game can best achieve clarity of purpose by starting with core
mechanics and then building these mechanics from the ground
up. Filled with examples and exercises of how to design a game
from the ground up, Clockwork Game Design is a must-have
manual when it comes to designing games.

Focal Press

David Mekersa, President, PixLR. CEO, Casual Box.
Create 2D Mobile Games with Corona SDK gives fast, accurate tips
to learn the programming language quickly. Not only does it
provide the tools needed to master Corona quickly, but it also
provides insight on how to do this within the framework of
professional constraints. It can be read sequentially or be used
like a FAQ. This book provides step-by-step advice to create
games quickly, produce clean and secure code, and how to
avoid unnecessary and time-consuming steps. By the end of
this book readers will have learned to create a single game by
following the steps laid out. Included are downloadable sample
projects.

Focal Press
Market: Gaming
May 2015: 6 x 9: 152pp

Market: GamingPb: 978-1-138-79873-1: $43.95
February 2015: 6 x 9: 190pp* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138798731
Pb: 978-1-138-01409-1: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-315-79485-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138014091
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Visual Storytelling with Color and LightProfessional Manga Character Design
Mastering GouacheTaking Your Characters to the Next Level

Michael Humphries, Instructor, Art Center College of Design,
Pasadena, CA
In the world today—where digital is considered king—new
artists often forego training in traditional mediums, only to find
their art suffering down the road. Visual Storytelling with Color
and Light offers behind-the-scenes secrets of gouache, an
opaque watercolor painting technique that naturally leads its

Tania del Rio
Bring your characters to life with this go-to guide to manga
character design. Experienced manga-ka Tania del Rio helps you
create fully-realized characters that your audience will care about
by explaining every facet of manga character design. By using
storytelling techniques and exploring archetypes and different
elements of manga design, from shonen (boys) to josei
(women’s) comics, and everything in-between, this book will
provide you with all the tools you need to create visually
stunning characters with substance. Professional Manga goes
beyond character creation and teaches you how to effectively

use backgrounds to inform a character and vice versa.

practitioners to a deeper understanding of the color theory, composition, and lighting
principles they need to succeed in the industry. With insider information on best gouache
practices, Photoshop enhancements, and developing a signature style, this new guide has
everything you need to take your paintings and backgrounds to the next level.

Focal Press
Market: AnimationFocal Press

Market: Drawing
June 2015
Pb: 978-0-415-74244-3: $33.95

October 2015: 208pp
Hb: 978-0-415-72064-9: $50.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415720649

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415742443

Dummy text to keep placeholderTEXTBOOK
Animation: A World HistoryTabletop Game Design for Video Game Designers
Volume III: Contemporary TimesEthan Ham, City College of New York, USA

In  Tabletop Game Design for Video Game Designers experienced
game designer Ethan Ham presents game mechanic design in
a step-by-step format that takes the reader from thinking about
games to actually making them. The book reaches beyond
simple description and definition to explore in detail the issues
that designers grapple with for every game they create. Fully
playable games and exercises are included and accompany
every topic so the reader truly understands and experiences the
subject matter.

Focal Press

Giannalberto Bendazzi, Visting professor, Nanyang Technological University of
Singapore
Catch up to speed on the state of animation from 1991 to present with Volume III of
Giannalberto Bendazzi’s exhaustive Animation: A World History. Although characterized by
such trends as economic globalization, the expansion of television series, emerging markets
in countries like China and India, and the consolidation of elitist auteur animation, the story
of contemporary animation is still open to interpretation. With an abundance of first-hand
research and topics ranging from Nickelodeon and Pixar to modern Estonian animation,
this book is the most complete record of modern animation on the market.

Focal Press
July 2015: 6 x 9: 492pp
Hb: 978-1-138-85482-6: $150.00Market: Game Design
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138854826July 2015: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 344pp

Pb: 978-0-415-62701-6: $49.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415627016

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Becoming a Video Game ArtistThe Indie Game Developer Handbook
From Portfolio Design to Landing the JobRichard Hill-Whittall, Super Icon

Seemingly every day there is a story in the process of how a
successful app or game has earned so many thousands of
downloads and revenue. The climate for the games industry has
never been as hot as it is right now, and this is only set to
continue as the marketplace for tablets/consoles and phones
grow. As the market size increases, so does the number of people
developing and looking to develop their own app or game to
publish. The Indie Game Developer Handbook covers every aspect
of running a game development studio—from the initial creation
of the game through to completion, release and beyond.

Focal Press

John Pearl
Series: Focal Press Game Design Workshops
This book helps artists refine their portfolio to get a job in the game industry and grow into
a well-rounded game developer. There are a lot of resources that lack the depth of walking
through the preparation, application and starting of a career in games. There is a lot of
"what to put in your portfolio" articles out there, however there aren’t a lot of comprehensive
ones that go into the "why". There are even fewer resources on what to expect when you
get "the call" and how to handle the interview process and even fewer yet of what to expect
once you get in. How do you present your portfolio in the best light? How do you prepare
for an interview? How to you make the best career decisions?

Focal Press
January 2016: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 256ppMarket: Gaming
Hb: 978-1-138-82492-8: $108.00February 2015: 6 x 9: 262pp
Pb: 978-1-138-82493-5: $35.95Pb: 978-1-138-82842-1: $54.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138824935eBook: 978-1-315-73841-3

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138828421
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Drawing Human Anatomy with FORCEComedy for Animators
Mike Mattesi, Director of the Entertainment Art Academy based in Southern California.
He has been a professional production artist and instructor for almost 20 years with

Jonathan Lyons
In Comedy for Animators, Jonathan Lyons teaches you how to apply the principles of history’s
greatest physical comedians to your animated characters. Drawing from traditions such clients including Disney, Marvel Comics, Hasbro Toys, ABC, Microsoft, Electronic Arts,

Dreamworks and Nickelodeon.as commedia dell’arte, pantomime, and even modern comedy, you will learn not only to

Series: Force Drawing Seriescreate funny characters, but also how to execute gags, create a comic climate, and use
environment as character. The explanation of comedic archetypes and devices will both

Capture the FORCE in your characters with this new guide to anatomy for figure drawing
and animation. Drawing Human Anatomy with FORCE illustrates the function of human

inspire and inform your creative choices. Whether you’re creating a comic villain or a
bumbling sidekick, this is the one and only guide you need to get your audience laughing!

anatomy, rather than just addressing muscles, joints, and their locations. Detailed visual
Focal Press
Market: Animation
September 2015
Hb: 978-1-138-77723-1: $145.00

instruction and colorful, step-by-step diagrams allow you to easily follow the construction
of an anatomically correct figure as you learn how to use straight and curved lines to show
the direction and role of FORCE in the human body. Special consideration is given to
anatomy for animation, allowing you to create a character that is anatomically accurate in
both stillness and motion.

Pb: 978-1-138-77718-7: $43.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138777187

Focal Press
Market: Animation
November 2015: 8-1/2 x 11
Hb: 978-0-415-73396-0: $125.00
Pb: 978-0-415-73397-7: $39.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415733977
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How to Cheat in Unity 4.xComposing Music for Games
Tips and Tricks for Game DevelopmentThe Art, Technology and Business of Video Game Scoring
Alan Thorn, freelance programmer, author, and video game developerChance Thomas
Looking to become more efficient using Unity? This valuable book takes a no-nonsense
approach to help you achieve that goal with Unity 4.x. Geared towards the intermediate

Composing Music for Games  is a guidebook for launching and maintaining a successful
career as a video game composer. It offers a pragrmatic approach to learning, intensified

user audience, HTC in Unity 4.x provides content beyond that of an introductory book, whichthrough challenging project assignments and simulations. Author Chance Thoms begins
allows the reader to work more effectively and efficiently in Unity. Packed full easy-to-followwith the foundation of scoring principles applicable to all media, and then progresses
methods to get the most from Unity, this book explores features for interface customizationserially through core methodologies specific to video game music. This book offers a
and scene management, along with productivity-enhancing ways to work with renderingpowerful blend of aesthetic, technique, technology and business, which are all necessary

components for a successful career as a video game composer. and optimization. In addition, visit the website at www.alanthorn.net, to download the
book's companion files and watch bonus tutorial video content.Focal Press

October 2015: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 512pp Focal Press
Pb: 978-1-138-02141-9: $59.95 Market: Gaming
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138021419 June 2015: 7-7/16 x 9-11/16: 272pp

Pb: 978-1-138-80294-0: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-315-75397-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138802940
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Level DesignFluid Frames
Best Practices from the Best in the BusinessExpiremental Animation with Sand, Clay, Paint, and More
Edited by Coray SeifertCorrie Francis Parks
Level Design: Best Practices from the Best in the Business is a culmination of the best content
from the first four years of the Level Design in a Day tutorial presented annually at the

While experimental animation has been doable in the past, the advent and prevalence of
technology has expanded the possibilities of working with these non-traditional materials.

Game Developers Conference in San Francisco, CA. This book presents advanced conceptsFluid Frames walks readers through studio set-up, choosing and working with materials,
in level design, game design and narrative development for games in 25 focused, illustrative,and transitioning from physical production to digital workflow to enhance their animations.
entertaining segments. Level Design provides readers with a variety of perspectives onIt provides tutorials on how to work with the latest version of After Effects and how to best
high-level challenges. This book is not meant to be a 101-level introduction, but more aapply those techniques to difficult materials like sand and clay. With case studies and
deep exploration of the art of level design and the role of the level designer within this
constantly evolving craft..

exclusive interviews covering the latest successful experimental animations and animators,
this book is your getting-started guide to this exciting art form.

Focal PressFocal Press
Market: GamingMarket: Animation
January 2016: 7 x 9: 528ppOctober 2015: 8 1/4 x 11: 224pp
Pb: 978-1-138-02535-6: $63.95Hb: 978-1-138-78490-1: $125.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138025356Pb: 978-1-138-78491-8: $53.95

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138784918
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Realistic Architectural Rendering with 3ds Max and
V-Ray

Lighting for Animation
The Art of Visual Storytelling
Jasmine Katatikarn and Michael Tanzillo Interior and Exterior
Lighting is one of the most technical (and difficult) aspects of animation, yet it is of the
utmost importance if you want to be an effective storyteller. Lighting masters at Blue Sky

Jamie Cardoso
Revitalize your architectural visualizations by bringing new levels of realism to them with
an enhanced command of the mental ray toolset in 3ds Max. Full-color, step-by-step

Studios, Jasmine Katatikarn and Michael Tanzillo go beyond software packages and equip
you with the foundational skills you need to be a successful lighter. Lighting for Animation

tutorials give you a firm understanding of the processes and techniques needed to createexplores core fundamentals such as creating mood, directing the viewer’s eye, visual
impressive interior and exterior visualizations. You'll learn how to prepare materials, lightshaping, color, shadows, and materials. Learn how to create meaningful images and make

informed aesthetic decisions about your work with this book’s holistic approach to lighting. a daytime interior scene, use mental ray Physical Sky, and how to save time during complex
renders.

Focal Press
October 2015
Hb: 978-1-138-01866-2: $145.00
Pb: 978-1-138-01867-9: $58.95

Focal Press
Market: Architecture
October 2015: 7 x 9: 304pp
Hb: 978-1-138-78073-6: $175.00* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138018679
Pb: 978-1-138-78072-9: $58.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138780729
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Rigging for GamesOrganic Modeling for Animation
A Technical Director's PrimerDavid Mauriello

Modeling and animating a realistic, anatomically correct human being has never been
simpler. Divided into two sections, this book introduces readers to both the theory and

Eyal Assaf
Rigging for Games is not just another step-by-step manual of loosely related tutorials—it
takes you through the real world production of the animated short AND video game, Tinpractice of organic modeling, including tools and methods such as subdivision modeling,

smoothing, topology, and polygon basics. The second half of the book is dedicated to Girl. Using both of these mediums as the foundation for learning, you will be shown how
modeling each part of the human body, with step-by-step tutorials and accompanying to create rigs for a 3D cinematic, and then how to modify those rigs to be ready for game
project files so you can work alongside the lessons. With customized topology roadmaps production using popular video game engines. Learn how to speed up the process by
for each body part and wide coverage on a variety of modeling and sculpting software
programs, this is your complete reference to organic modeling and animation.

creating a proper character pipeline and automating the rigging process using scripting
tools and enhance your skillset in this integral part of any creative production

Focal Press Focal Press
Market: Animation
September 2015
Hb: 978-0-415-74304-4: $145.00

Market: Animation
August 2015: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4
Hb: 978-1-138-01825-9: $175.00
Pb: 978-1-138-01824-2: $58.95 Pb: 978-0-415-74305-1: $50.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138018242 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415743051

TEXTBOOKDummy text to keep placeholder
SCRUM Project Management with Virtual,
Volunteer, and Student Teams

Physics for Animators
Michele Bousquet, Autodesk certified trainer
Although animators often break the laws of physics for comedic or dramatic effect, achieving
believable motion in animation requires an understanding of physics that most of us missed

Noah Dyer
Focal Pressout on in art school. This book takes the guesswork out of the mechanics of motion, the
September 2015: 352ppappearance of light and shadows, and the properties of materials for everything
Hb: 978-1-138-83853-6: $134.95

from classical 2D animation to advanced CG special effects. Learn how to use physics * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138838536
to your advantage with engaging case studies, simplified mathematical concepts, and
additional resources on a comprehensive companion website.

Focal Press
Market: Animation
September 2015: 256pp
Hb: 978-0-415-84298-3: $145.00
Pb: 978-0-415-84297-6: $53.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415842976
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Dummy text to keep placeholder3rd Edition • NEW EDITION
Timing in 3D AnimationStop Motion: Craft Skills for Model Animation
It's About TimeSusannah Shaw, Programme Development Manager for the Animated Exeter festival.

Head of the Bristol Animation Course from 1996 to 2000 at the University of the West
of England, and former camera assistant at Aardman.

Michal Makarewicz
Timing in 3D Animation ushers timing for animation into the digital age by applying timeless
techniques used by every animator to modern media. The 3D medium allows for muchStop motion animation is a challenging and time-consuming skill that requires patience,

adaptability, and a close eye to detail. Stop Motion: Craft Skills for Model Animation, 3rd Edition more complexity in animation, and the art of timing can become lost or misunderstood
is the essential guide to help stop motion animators overcome these challenges of this amongst the details. Author Michal Makarewicz of Pixar Animation Studios draws on his
highly-skilled craft. Author Susannah Shaw provides a step-by-step guide to creating own experiences and teaches animators the basics of timing in animation while also delving
successful stop motioin films. Starting with some basic exercises, the reader will learn about into how time can affect the mood of an animator's work. This book draws on the basics
developing a story, making models, creating sets and props, the mechanics of movements, of timing in animation and teaches readers not only how to animate a character or a

bouncing ball, but also how to make a successful animated movie, short, or show.filming postproduction, and how to set about finding that first elusive job in a modern
studio. Focal Press

Market: Animation
November 2015: 7-7/16 x 9-11/16: 256pp
Pb: 978-1-138-77796-5: $48.95

Focal Press
Market: Animation
November 2015: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 254pp
Pb: 978-1-138-77931-0: $43.95 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138777965
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-52055-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138779310

Dummy text to keep placeholder3rd Edition • NEW EDITION
Tradigital FlashAaron Marks' Complete Guide to Game Audio
12 Principles of Animation in Adobe FlashFor Composers, Musicians, Sound Designers, Game Developers
Stephen BrooksAaron Marks, A composer, musician and recording engineer for over 30 years, Marks

has been involved with the video game industry for over 10 years as a composer,
sound designer, voice-over artist, audio director and consultant.

Digital animation continues to make incredible technological advances, and Tradigital
Flash is your key to bridging the gap between traditional animation principles and digital

Aaron Marks' Complete Guide to Game Audio, 3
rd

 Edition helps turn your musical passion into
a profitable career. Step-by-step instructions lead you through the whole music and sound

software. Joining three other Tradigital books covering Maya, Blender, and 3ds Max, this
new volume in the series approaches the topic in a different way, giving readers both a
practical look at the software, and providing a theoretical understanding of the genre.effects process – from developing the essential skills and purchasing the right equipment
You'll learn new concepts in every chapter, and then how to put them all together whileto keeping your clients happy. Technical considerations are explained in detail so that
enjoying examples that demonstrate the good, bad, and sometimes even ugly sides of
Flash.

game audio professionals can make sense of complicated systems, learn about the highly
involved programming elements, and create high quality audio. This book also covers
possibe career paths, putting together your demo reel, how to market yourself, how much
to charge your clients, negotiating contracts, and so much more.

Focal Press
Market: Animation
August 2015: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 352pp
Pb: 978-1-138-01292-9: $43.95

Focal Press
July 2015: 7-3/8 x 9-1/4: 464pp

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138012929Pb: 978-1-138-79538-9: $54.95
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-81074-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138795389

2nd Edition • NEW EDITIONDummy text to keep placeholder
UDK Game AudioThe Game Narrative Toolbox
A Practical Guide to Sound and Music for Interactive GamesTobias Heussner, Game Content/Narrative Designer, Toiya Kristen Finley, Experienced

writer and editor., Jennifer Brandes Hepler, Lead writer. and Ann Lemay, Game
designer, narrative designer, and writer.

Richard Stevens, Professor, Leeds Metropolitan University, UK; Chair of the Game
Audio Education Working Group of the Interactive Audio Special Interest Group and
Dave Raybould, Professor, Leeds Metropolitan University, UKSeries edited by Heather Chandler

Series: Focal Press Game Design Workshops Go beyond one-shot sound effects or music loops and embrace the future of interactive
sound with this practical course in game audio, complete with a powerful companionFour experienced narrative designers from different genres of game development have

banded together to create this all-inclusive guide on what it's like to work as a writer and website. The Game Audio Tutorial 2
nd

 Edition provides you with a unique tutorial game level
built with Unreal

© 
Development Kit. Each section of the text links to an area of the gamenarrative designer in the videogame industry. From concept to final testing, The Game

level, which allows you to experience the principles in action before applying them yourselfNarrative Toolbox walks readers through what role a narrative designer plays on a
with more than fifty practical exercises. The 2

nd
 edition is fully updated to reflect the UDKdevelopment team and what the requirements are at every stage of

additions and is organized in two parts; Part 1 being easy and accessible, and Part 2 being
geared towards the more advanced topics.

development. Accompanying every chapter are exercises that allow the reader to develop
their own documentation, outlines, and game-dialogue samples for use in applying for
industry jobs or developing independent projects. Focal Press

August 2015: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 460ppFocal Press
Pb: 978-1-138-77724-8: $63.95Market: Gaming
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-81726-2June 2015: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 288pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138777248Pb: 978-1-138-78708-7: $49.95

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138787087
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Dummy text to keep placeholder5th Edition • NEW EDITION
Audio Production TipsHandbook for Sound Engineers
Getting the Sound Right at the SourceEdited by Glen Ballou, Syn-Aud-Con representative, former

governor and convention chairman of the AES, member of
SMPTE, regular contributor to S&VC magazine, and
contributing editor of The Contractor’s Toolbox.
Series: Audio Engineering Society Presents
Handbook for Sound Engineers is the most comprehensive
reference available for audio engineers. If you work with audio,
you should not be without this book! Over forty topics are
covered by top professionals in the field: Glen Ballou on
interpretation systems, David Miles Huber on MIDI, Dr. Eugene

Peter Dowsett
Intended for students, university graduates, and self-taught
enthusiasts, Audio Production Tips: Getting the Sound Right at the
Source provides practical and accessible information detailing
the production processes for recording today’s bands.

By demonstrating how to "get the sound right at the source,"
the books content lay the appropriate framework to discuss the
technical tools of the engineering trade. Through its coverage
of pre-production, drum tuning, critical listening, and social
dynamics in the studio, Audio Production Tips: Getting the Sound

Right at the Source allows you to build the wide array of skills that apply to music production.
Patronis on amplifier design, Bill Whitlock on audio transformers and preamplifiers, and
Ray Rayburn on virtual systems and digital interfacing. The fifth edition has been updated
to reflect changes in the industry, including added emphasis on prevalent technologies ; To further support the book’s practical approach, the accompanying companion website,

available at www.audioproductiontips.com, contains videos and Pro Tools session files of
the track recording process.

like software-based recording systems, digital recording using MP3, WAV files, and others,
and mobile devices.

Focal Press Focal Press
Market: Audio
October 2015: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 440pp
Hb: 978-1-138-80736-5: $125.00

Market: Audio/Engineering
April 2015: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 1784pp
Hb: 978-0-415-84293-8: $160.00
eBook: 978-0-203-75828-1 Pb: 978-1-138-80737-2: $39.95
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-240-80969-4 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138807372
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415842938

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Metal Music ManualRecording Voiceover
Producing, Engineering, Mixing and Mastering Contemporary Heavy
Music

The Spoken Word in Media
Tom Blakemore, Adjunct Professor, Tribeca Flashpoint Media
Arts Academy
Recording Voiceover is the comprehensive guide for engineers
looking to understand all aspects of capturing the spoken word.
Discussing all phases of the recording session, it addresses
everything from microphone recommendations for voice
recording to pre-production considerations, including setting
up the studio, working with the voice talent, and strategies for
reducing or eliminating distracting noise elements found in
human speech. The book features in-depth, specific
recommendations for recording radio and television

Mark Mynett
Intended for students, engineers, and producers, Metal Music
Manual addresses concepts and techniques specific to this style
of music.

By first establishing "heaviness," and defining qualities that
enable a high standard of production, the book focuses on sonic
weight, intelligibility and performance precision. Procedures
and methodologies are directly informed by the music’s
performance characteristics, sound and timbral attributes, and
predominant musical practices. Metal Music Manual: Recording,

commercials, corporate communications, documentaries, tracks for gaming and animation,
radio drama, interviews and roundtable discussions.

Mixing and Mastering presents these processes and approaches within the stages of
pre-production, recording, mixing, and mastering.

Focal Press
Market: Audio/Voiceover
March 2015: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 270pp
Hb: 978-0-415-71608-6: $115.00

The companion website features a bevy of resources including recordings, audio stems,
files, final mixes, and interviews with producers and musicians.

Focal Press
Pb: 978-0-415-71609-3: $39.95 Market: Audio
eBook: 978-1-315-88017-4 October 2015: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 400pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415716093 Hb: 978-1-138-80931-4: $119.95

Pb: 978-1-138-80932-1: $39.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138809321

6th Edition • NEW EDITION5th Edition • TEXTBOOK • NEW EDITION
Radio ProductionAcoustics and Psychoacoustics
Robert McLeish, Independent radio training consultant (Dorset, UK), formerly head
of BBC management training. and Jeff Link

David Howard and Jamie Angus
Acoustics and Psychoacoustics, Fifth Edition provides tools to understand how music sounds
and behaves in different spaces and how sounds are perceived by performers and listeners. Radio Production includes coverage of operational techniques, producing different formats,

interviewing, writing for radio, and making commercials, news, phone-ins, commentary,
features, and drama.

Fully updated to reflect new psychoacoustic information related to timbre and temporal
perception, this edition includes updated coverage of vocal fold vibration principles,
examples of recent acoustic treatments, a description of variable acoustics in spaces, The sixth edition features up-to-date coverage of the purpose and use of radio, as well as

exploration of technological advances, including coverage of handheld microphones andcoverage of the environment’s effect on production listening, and sonification, among
other topics. recording devices, coverage of DAB Radio, the use of digital, analogue, and virtual mixing

desks, and current music storage and playback methods. In addition to its British context,Audio clips, tutorial sheets, questions and answers, exercises, and additional resources are
included on the accompanying website. the sixth edition also explores American radio by providing an overview of the rules,

regulations and purpose of the Federal Communications Commission.
Focal Press

This edition is further enhanced by a companion website, featuring examples, exercises,
and resources.

Market: Audio/Music Technology
November 2015: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 550pp
Pb: 978-1-138-85987-6: $69.95 Focal Press
eBook: 978-1-315-71687-9 Market: Radio Technology
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-52175-6 October 2015: 7.25 x 9.25: 400pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138859876 Pb: 978-1-138-81997-9: $64.95

eBook: 978-1-315-74404-9
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-51972-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138819979
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Dummy text to keep placeholder3rd Edition • NEW EDITION
Designing Software Synthesizer Plug-Ins in C++Record Label Marketing
For RackAFX, VST3, and Audio UnitsHow Music Companies Brand and Market Artists in the Digital Era

Will Pirkle, Assistant Professor of Music Engineering
Technology, University of Miami
Bridging the gap from theory to programming, Designing
Software Synthesizer Plug-Ins in C + + For RackAFX, VST and Audio
Units contains both theory and complete program code for
designing and implementing software synthesizers for both the
Windows and Mac operating systems. Readers will learn
synthesizer operation by first understanding the underlying
theory of each synthesizer component and then understanding
the theory of how these components combine to form a fully
working musical instrument that functions on a variety of target

Clyde Philip Rolston, Amy Macy, Assistant Professor in the
Department of Recording Industry at MTSU., Tom Hutchison,
formerly Department of Recording Industry, Middle
Tennessee State University, USA. Now deceased. and Paul
Allen, Associate Professor, Middle Tennessee State University

Focal Press
September 2015: 7 1/2 x 9 1/5: 448pp digital audio workstations (DAWs). The companion website contains free software, bonus

projects, application notes, and video tutorials.Hb: 978-0-415-71515-7: $160.00
Pb: 978-0-415-71514-0: $54.95

Focal Press
Market: Audio/Computing
November 2014: 8-1/2 x 11: 760pp
Pb: 978-1-138-78707-0: $79.95

eBook: 978-1-315-88205-5
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-81238-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415715140

eBook: 978-1-315-76685-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138787070

3rd Edition • NEW EDITION3rd Edition • NEW EDITION
Understanding and Crafting the MixSound Systems: Design and Optimization
The Art of RecordingModern Techniques and Tools for Sound System Design and Alignment

William Moylan, Professor and Coordinator of Sound
Recording Technology, University of Massachusetts Lowell
Understanding and Crafting the Mix gives the reader clear and
systematic methods to identify, evaluate, and shape the artistry
of their recordings. Exercises throughout help develop critical
listening and analytical skills to gain greater control over the
quality of a recording. Taking an inside look into a range of iconic
popular music, including The Beatles, it offers insights into
making meaningful sound judgements during recording. Sample
production sequences and descriptions of the recordist's roles
as composer, conductor, and performer provide a clear view of

Bob McCarthy, Bob McCarthy is currently the president of Alignment & Design, Inc.
he specializes in sound system alignment and design consulting.
Become a sound system optimization expert with Bob McCarthy’s Sound Systems: Design
and Optimization, the only book covering this emerging field. The third edition is a readable
guide that will ensure you achieve flawless sound reinforcement and optimized design.
Packed with clear color illustrations, screenshots, and diagrams, this award-winning book
helps you:

Gain proficiency in exciting new techniques for the dual channel FFT analyser Fully grasp
the theory and practice of modern speaker array construction, including a chapter of case
studies Learn to make better design and optimization decisions by understanding how
audiences perceive reinforced sound

the entire recording process. A companion website features exercises, reference materials,
and audio samples.

Focal Press
December 2015: 8-1/2 x 11: 592pp
Hb: 978-0-415-73099-0: $180.00 Focal Press
Pb: 978-0-415-73101-0: $78.95 Market: Music Production
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-52156-5 October 2014: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 478pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415731010 Hb: 978-0-415-84280-8: $160.00

Pb: 978-0-415-84281-5: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-203-75841-0
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-80755-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415842815

Dummy text to keep placeholderTEXTBOOK
Mic It!The Musical Art of Synthesis
Microphones, Microphone Techniques, and Their Impact on the Final
Mix

Sam McGuire, Faculty at the University of Colorado Denver;
served at the Appalachian State University as assistant
professor; was director of the Robert F. Gilley Recording
Studio. and Nathan Van der Rest
Intended for those seeking an introductory level and practical
approach to synthesis, The Musical Art of Synthesis presents
synthesizer programming with specific focus on synthesis as a
musical form.

Through its innovative design, this title offers an applied
approach by providing a breakdown of synthesis methods by

Ian Corbett, Professor and Coordinator of Audio Engineering
and Music Technology, Kansas City Kansas Community
College
Mic It! covers essential audio theory, the elements of good sound,
and what makes a good stereo recording before moving on to
microphones, mono and stereo theory and techniques, and the
effect of the recording space or room. It includes typical mic
techniques for vocals and instruments (both individual and
groups), as well as multi-mic techniques. Corbett explains large
room vs. layer-by-layer small-room recording situations, and
presents the best techniques for each. Typical stereo production

type, the inclusion of step-by-step patch recipes, and extensive web-based media content
including tutorials, demonstrations, and additional background information.

Synths are presented using a three-tiered system beginning with basic instructions for
synth types that are readily available in the most common software. Advanced level challenges are presented and resolved, while exercises and sound samples on the

companion website help develop the readers' listening skills.instruction focuses on classic and widely used synths, and each section also contains a
smaller amount of advanced examples related to rare or specialized synths. Focal Press
Focal Press Market: Audio/Recording
Market: Audio October 2014: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 358pp
September 2015: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 400pp Pb: 978-0-415-82377-7: $39.95
Hb: 978-1-138-82977-0: $164.95 eBook: 978-0-203-54978-0
Pb: 978-1-138-82978-7: $54.95 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415823777
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138829787
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3rd Edition • NEW EDITION3rd Edition • NEW EDITION
Understanding and Crafting the MixMastering Audio
The Art of RecordingThe Art and the Science

William Moylan, Professor and Coordinator of Sound
Recording Technology, University of Massachusetts Lowell
Understanding and Crafting the Mix gives the reader clear and
systematic methods to identify, evaluate, and shape the artistry
of their recordings. Exercises throughout help develop critical
listening and analytical skills to gain greater control over the
quality of a recording. Taking an inside look into a range of iconic
popular music, including The Beatles, it offers insights into
making meaningful sound judgements during recording. Sample
production sequences and descriptions of the recordist's roles
as composer, conductor, and performer provide a clear view of

Bob Katz, Mastering Engineer of 3 Grammy-Winning albums;
Founder, Digital Domain Studios, Orlando, FL, USA
Mastering Audio: The Art and the Science, Third Edition unravels
technical mysteries that challenge audio engineers. Focused on
workflow, the third edition provides a step-by-step approach to
the mastering process.

Rewritten to address changes that will continue to influence the
audio world, the third edition speaks to the influence of loudness

measurement and assessment and provides explanation of how mastering engineers must
integrate loudness measurement and PLR assessment in their mastering techniques.

The third edition includes the newest approaches to equalization, monitor response
measurement and correction, the psychoacoustics of clipping, an extended discussion of the entire recording process. A companion website features exercises, reference materials,

and audio samples.restoration and noise reduction techniques, an extended set of listening examples, and an
updated chapter on surround mastering. Focal Press

Market: Music Production
Focal Press
Market: Audio
September 2014: 408pp
Pb: 978-0-240-81896-2: $39.95

October 2014: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 478pp
Hb: 978-0-415-84280-8: $160.00
Pb: 978-0-415-84281-5: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-203-75841-0

Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-80837-6 Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-80755-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780240818962 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415842815

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Mic It!Music Editing for Film and Television
Microphones, Microphone Techniques, and Their Impact on the Final
Mix

The Art and the Process
Steven Saltzman, Music editor and composer; Instructor,
Musicians Institute; Boardmember, Motion Picture Sound
Editors (MPSE); 2005 Golden Reel Award Winner
Making music for the movies is a complicated, involved, and
challenging process. Music Editing for Film and Television covers
the practical skills needed to successfully hone your craft.
Through an overview of the music editing process, this book
will equip you with detailed techniques to solve musical
problems encountered during editing. An abundance of
interviews with well-known professionals provide a wide range
of perspectives on music editing for film, while special features

Ian Corbett, Professor and Coordinator of Audio Engineering
and Music Technology, Kansas City Kansas Community
College
Mic It! covers essential audio theory, the elements of good sound,
and what makes a good stereo recording before moving on to
microphones, mono and stereo theory and techniques, and the
effect of the recording space or room. It includes typical mic
techniques for vocals and instruments (both individual and
groups), as well as multi-mic techniques. Corbett explains large
room vs. layer-by-layer small-room recording situations, and
presents the best techniques for each. Typical stereo productionaddress an array of projects, from a low-budget documentary, to a Hollywood blockbuster,

to indie projects. challenges are presented and resolved, while exercises and sound samples on the
companion website help develop the readers' listening skills.Focal Press

Market: Audio/Production Focal Press
September 2014: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 288pp Market: Audio/Recording
Pb: 978-0-415-81757-8: $43.95 October 2014: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 358pp
eBook: 978-0-203-58278-7 Pb: 978-0-415-82377-7: $39.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415817578 eBook: 978-0-203-54978-0

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415823777

3rd Edition • NEW EDITIONDummy text to keep placeholder
Mastering AudioDesigning Software Synthesizer Plug-Ins in C++
The Art and the ScienceFor RackAFX, VST3, and Audio Units

Bob Katz, Mastering Engineer of 3 Grammy-Winning albums;
Founder, Digital Domain Studios, Orlando, FL, USA
Mastering Audio: The Art and the Science, Third Edition unravels
technical mysteries that challenge audio engineers. Focused on
workflow, the third edition provides a step-by-step approach to
the mastering process.

Rewritten to address changes that will continue to influence the
audio world, the third edition speaks to the influence of loudness

Will Pirkle, Assistant Professor of Music Engineering
Technology, University of Miami
Bridging the gap from theory to programming, Designing
Software Synthesizer Plug-Ins in C + + For RackAFX, VST and Audio
Units contains both theory and complete program code for
designing and implementing software synthesizers for both the
Windows and Mac operating systems. Readers will learn
synthesizer operation by first understanding the underlying
theory of each synthesizer component and then understanding
the theory of how these components combine to form a fully
working musical instrument that functions on a variety of target

measurement and assessment and provides explanation of how mastering engineers must
integrate loudness measurement and PLR assessment in their mastering techniques.

The third edition includes the newest approaches to equalization, monitor response
measurement and correction, the psychoacoustics of clipping, an extended discussion ofdigital audio workstations (DAWs). The companion website contains free software, bonus

projects, application notes, and video tutorials. restoration and noise reduction techniques, an extended set of listening examples, and an
updated chapter on surround mastering.Focal Press

Market: Audio/Computing
November 2014: 8-1/2 x 11: 760pp
Pb: 978-1-138-78707-0: $79.95

Focal Press
Market: Audio
September 2014: 408pp
Pb: 978-0-240-81896-2: $39.95

eBook: 978-1-315-76685-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138787070

Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-80837-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780240818962

Companion WebsiteNew in Paperbacke-InspectionComplimentary Exam Copy
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2nd EditionDummy text to keep placeholder
Recording Music on LocationMusic Editing for Film and Television
Capturing the Live PerformanceThe Art and the Process

Bruce Bartlett, Microphone Engineer / Designer; Audio
Journalist; Recording Engineer and Jenny Bartlett, Freelance
technical writer specializing in audio and computer software
Recording Music on Location provides exceptional information on
all aspects of recording outside of the studio. Featuring clear
explanations on how to achieve professional results, this book
is divided into two distinct sections: popular and classical.
Whether you record in the local rock club, jazz café, or in an
orchestra hall, Bartlett offers sage advice on each stage of
location recording. Packed with hints and tips, this is a great

Steven Saltzman, Music editor and composer; Instructor,
Musicians Institute; Boardmember, Motion Picture Sound
Editors (MPSE); 2005 Golden Reel Award Winner
Making music for the movies is a complicated, involved, and
challenging process. Music Editing for Film and Television covers
the practical skills needed to successfully hone your craft.
Through an overview of the music editing process, this book
will equip you with detailed techniques to solve musical
problems encountered during editing. An abundance of
interviews with well-known professionals provide a wide range
of perspectives on music editing for film, while special features reference for anyone planning to venture outside of the studio. The accompanying website

address an array of projects, from a low-budget documentary, to a Hollywood blockbuster,
to indie projects.

provides audio examples and additional resources further exemplifying the topics within
the book.

Focal Press Focal Press
Market: Audio/Recording
May 2014: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 322pp
Hb: 978-1-138-02236-2: $125.00

Market: Audio/Production
September 2014: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 288pp
Pb: 978-0-415-81757-8: $43.95

Pb: 978-1-138-02237-9: $39.95eBook: 978-0-203-58278-7
eBook: 978-1-315-77707-8* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415817578
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-80891-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138022379

Dummy text to keep placeholder7th Edition • TEXTBOOK
The SOS Guide to Live SoundSound and Recording
Optimising Your Band's Live-Performance AudioApplications and Theory

Paul White, Editor in Chief, Sound on Sound magazine, UK
Series: Sound On Sound Presents...
Everyday, thousands of bands and musicians worldwide perform
gigs where they are their own sound person. Many of them do
it poorly, and the sound suffers. The SOS Guide to Live Sound gives
musicians and hobbyist engineers a well of knowledge they can
draw from to make any band sound good in a variety of venues.
Readers get practical advice that allows them to accomplish
their live-sound goals in every performance. They learn to
choose, set up, and use sound systems, the basics of mixing live,

Francis Rumsey, Professor of Sound Recording at the
University of Surrey (UK); Fellow of the AES and contributor
to the AES Journal and Tim McCormick, Formerly Deputy
Head of sound at the Royal Exchange Theatre in Manchester
(UK); worked at Klark Teknik and the RSC.
This bestselling book introduces you to the principles of sound,
perception, audio technology and systems. Providing vital
reading for audio students and trainee engineers, it is ideal for
anyone who wants a good grounding in theory and industry
practice in audio, sound and recording. The 7th edition includes
substantially revised digital audio sections, including the latest and how to save money by treating their gear well with a section on maintenance. The

developments in audio networking, high-resolution surround and parametric audio coding, real world happens, and therefore readers learn to fix issues as they happen with a thorough
problem-solving section.and the latest workstation processing technology. It also includes coverage of advanced

immersive audio systems and new sections on digital radio microphones, loudspeaker
sensitivity and highly directional loudspeaker systems.

Focal Press
Market: Audio/Live Sound
June 2014: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 304ppFocal Press

Market: Audio
March 2014: 7-1/2 x 9-3/4: 660pp
Hb: 978-0-415-84340-9: $190.00

Pb: 978-0-415-84303-4: $39.95
eBook: 978-0-203-75812-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415843034

Pb: 978-0-415-84337-9: $63.95
eBook: 978-0-203-75623-2
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-52163-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415843379

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
In the Box Music Production: Advanced Tools and
Techniques for Pro Tools

Logic Pro X
Audio and Music Production

Mark Cousins, Composer; Programmer; Engineer; and Senior
Writer, Music Tech Magazine, London, UK and Russ
Hepworth-Sawyer, Audio Engineer; Producer; Consultant;
Writer for Pro Sound News Europe; and Lecturer, York St.
John University and Barnsley College Online, London, UK
Apple's Logic is a major software used for all kinds of audio
manipulation, and especially lauded for its synthesis capabilities.
Logic Pro X is an unrivalled guide on how to use Logic for music
production, 5.1 mixing, and sound to picture work. Logic offers
complete integration with Apple hardware and software, which

Mike Collins, Studio musician, recording engineer, and
producer with more than 30 years experience. Currently
involved in dance remixes for TV and background and
featured music for TV and video.
Providing uniquely in-depth coverage of Pro Tools, author Mike
Collins takes a three prong approach, with distinct sections
covering how the reader uses Pro Tools now—whether they’re
working with the synths and samplers or loops and beats of a
dance or hip-hop project, the soaring vocals of the next pop
sensation, or the lush layers of an instrumental world music track.

takes some of the guesswork out of putting together a home studio, with ample coverage Readers learn to use Pro Tools to its full potential with advice on studio techniques and
of audio equipment to integrate with Logic, from hardware devices to third-party effects
plug-ins and virtual instruments.

full exploration of its internal capabilities. They will learn to leverage Pro Tools with this
guide that is fully grounded in real-world applications and process.

Focal Press Focal Press
Market: Audio
July 2014: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 686pp
Pb: 978-0-415-81460-7: $59.95

Market: Computing/Audio
April 2014: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 414pp
Pb: 978-0-415-85768-0: $48.95
eBook: 978-0-203-79660-3 eBook: 978-0-203-06636-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415857680 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415814607
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3rd Edition
Artist Management for the Music Business

Paul Allen, Associate Professor, Middle Tennessee State
University
With the third edition of Artist Management for the Music Business,
you’ll get key industry insights, exclusive planning guidance,
current management tools, and successful career strategies.
Allen's focused look at managing artists’ careers includes over
a dozen case studies of well-known managers as well as various
contract examples. This new edition features an
entrepreneurship chapter on how to run your artist management
enterprise as a business, anticipating risks and reacting to
challenges, as well as basic money management. New sections

on handling online promotion show how to effectively use social media and the web.

Focal Press
Market: Music Publishing/Music Business
July 2014: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 320pp
Hb: 978-0-415-71023-7: $115.00
Pb: 978-0-415-71022-0: $37.95
eBook: 978-1-315-88514-8
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-81501-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415710220

2nd Edition
Small Signal Audio Design

Douglas Self, contributor, Electronics World magazine;
Cambridge Audio, TAG-McLaren Audio, Soundcraft
Electronics
Learn to use inexpensive and readily available parts to obtain
state-of-the-art performance in all the vital parameters of noise,
distortion, crosstalk and so on. With coverage of preamplifiers
and mixers, this handbook provides an extensive catalog of
circuits that can be put together to make almost any type of
audio system. Includes a chapter on power-supplies, full of
practical ways to keep both the ripple and the cost down,

showing how to power everything. The second edition is expanded throughout, with
added information on new ADCs and DACs, microcontrollers, more coverage of discrete
op amp design, and many other topics, and includes a completely new chapter on
headphone amplifiers.

Focal Press
Market: Audio
August 2014: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 752pp
Hb: 978-0-415-70974-3: $170.00
Pb: 978-0-415-70973-6: $83.95
eBook: 978-1-315-88537-7
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-52177-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415709736

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Recording Secrets for the Small Studio

Mike Senior, professional engineer, with clients including
Wet Wet Wet, The Charlatans, Reef, Therapy, and Nigel
Kennedy; creator of Sound on Sound magazine's popular
"Mix Rescue" column
Recording Secrets is an intensive training course specifically
designed for small-studio enthusiasts who want a fast track to
release-quality results. Based on the backroom strategies of more
than 200 famous names, this thorough and down-to-earth guide
leads the reader through a logical sequence of practical tasks
to build skills progressively from the ground up. They’ll unravel

the mysteries of many specialist studio tactics and gain the confidence to tackle a full range
of real-world recording situations. User-friendly explanations introduce technical concepts
on a need-to-know basis, while chapter summaries, assignments, and extensive online
resources are perfect for classroom use.

Focal Press
Market: Audio
August 2014: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 448pp
Pb: 978-0-415-71670-3: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-315-87950-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415716703
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Dummy text to keep placeholder4th Edition • NEW EDITION
The Thriving ArtistSound and Music for the Theatre
Saving and Investing for Performers, Artists, and the Stage & Film
Industries

The Art & Technique of Design
Deena C. Kaye, has composed, designed sound, and
directed music for NY Theatre Workshop and the Berkeley
Repertory Theatre. and James LeBrecht, President, Berkeley
Sound Artists; resident sound designer, Berkeley Repertory
Theatre
Sound and Music for the Theatre, 4e traces sound design from
initial concept through implementation in actual performances.
It discusses the evolution of sound design and how it supports
the play, from researching sources for music and effects, to
negotiating a contract. It shows how to organize the construction
of the sound design elements, how to functions in a rehearsal,
and how to set up and train an operator to run sound
equipment, and is interspersed with ‘war stores’ describing

David Maurice Sharp, Lecturer, HB Studio
The Thriving Artist provides valuable advice for the performing
artist on investing, saving, and building a diversified and stable
financial portfolio. Written specifically for artists who have
fluctuating, uncertain, and sometimes limited streams of income,
this book promotes an understanding of finances and the
investment world for the artist by offering clear, basic
explanations of how finances work and instruction on how to
participate in them as an investor. It also provides unique
strategies for integrating financial awareness and planning into
your life as an artist, and how that can help to provide a better

sense of financial security.
real-life problems with solutions. New to this edition are case studies from Sound Operators Focal Press
and Stage Managers, revision to reflect new technologies, and insights from Pulitzer Prizer
and Tony Award winners.

Market: Theatre
February 2015: 6 x 9: 208pp
Hb: 978-1-138-88849-4: $90.00Focal Press
Pb: 978-1-138-80917-8: $29.95Market: Theatre
eBook: 978-1-315-75019-4July 2015: 6 x 9: 376pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138809178Hb: 978-1-138-02342-0: $120.00

Pb: 978-1-138-02343-7: $39.95
eBook: 978-1-315-77647-7
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-81011-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138023437

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Theatrical MakeupElizabethan Costume Design and Construction
Basic Application TechniquesHelen Q Huang, Professor of the MFA Costume Design

Program of University of Maryland, College Park and an
award-winning costume designer, Emily Hoem and Kelsey
Hunt
Series: The Focal Press Costume Topics Series
Elizabethan Costume Design and Construction teaches readers
how to create historically accurate costumes for Elizabethan
period productions. Extensive coverage of a variety of costumes

Sharon Sobel, Professor, University of Nebraska at Omaha
Theatrical Makeup clearly and concisely explains the basics of
theatrical makeup techniques to allow stage actors to put their
best face forward! You will gain understanding of the physiology
of the human face and, using cream based makeup, as well as
commercial cosmetics, learn how to contour it to suit your
character with the use of highlight and shadow. Hundreds of
full color images and step-by-step instructions illustrate how to
visually manipulate bone structure and apparent age, apply
simple facial hair and wounds, and create glamorous and natural
stage makeup. Also covered are the tools you will need to apply

your own makeup, along with critical health and hygiene tips.

for both men and women of all social classes allow designers to be prepared for any
costuming need, and step-by-step instructions will ensure they have the know-how to
design and construct every garment. Inspirational hand-drawn renderings of costumes
used in real life productions like Mary Stuart illustrate each step of the design process along
the way.

Focal PressFocal Press
Market: Theatre/Costume
December 2014: 9 x 9: 230pp
Hb: 978-0-240-82509-0: $34.95

Market: Theatre/Makeup
August 2015: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 232pp
Hb: 978-1-138-89882-0: $120.00
Pb: 978-1-138-79876-2: $39.95eBook: 978-0-240-82511-3
eBook: 978-1-315-75650-9* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780240825090
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138798762

2nd Edition • NEW EDITION2nd Edition • NEW EDITION
Wig Making and StylingStructural Design for the Stage
A Complete Guide for Theatre & FilmAlys Holden, Theatrical Systems Designer, Walt Disney

Imagineering; Instructor, California Institute of the Art, Los
Angeles, CA, USA, Bronislaw Sammler, Chair, Department
of Technical Design and Production, School of Drama, Yale
University, New Haven, CT, USA, Bradley L Powers and
Steven A Schmidt
Theatre technicians need to ensure that sets are aesthetically
pleasing and functional for the production, but also safe for the
actors and crew. This book provides sound and efficient set
engineering solutions, introducing the basics of statics and the

Martha Ruskai, North Carlina School of the Arts and Allison
Lowery, Wig and Makeup Specialist, Austin Performing Arts
Center, University of Texas, Austin, TX, USA
Wig Making and Styling is the one-stop shop for the knowledge
and skills you need to create and style wigs. Covering the basics,
from styling tools to creating beards, it ramps up to advanced
techniques for making, measuring, coloring, and cutting wigs
from any time period. It prepares the reader for a career as a
skilled wig designer, with tips on altering existing wigs, multiple

study of the strength of scenery materials. Completely updated with new recommended approaches to solving wig-making problems, and industry best practices. New to this
practices of the Lumber and Steel industries and combined with a step by step layout, edition is a chapter on working with hard front wigs, additional diagrams, new historical

galleries, and coerage of the last snythetic fibers and dyes and wig-care practices.real-world practice problems, and load charts for the assorted construction materials, this
is an invaluable reference for any theatre technician.

Focal Press
Focal Press
Market: Theatre
March 2015: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 604pp
Hb: 978-0-240-81826-9: $74.95

Market: Theatre/Costume
September 2015: 9 x 9: 344pp
Hb: 978-1-138-81918-4: $54.95
eBook: 978-1-315-74476-6

eBook: 978-1-315-69785-7 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138819184
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780240818269
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Stays and CorsetsDance Production
Historical Patterns Translated for the Modern BodyDesign and Technology

Mandy Barrington
Stays and Corsets: Historical Patterns Translated for the Modern
Body goes a step beyond traditional historical costuming texts
by not only providing you with historical pattern diagrams and
information, but by showing you how to adapt these patterns
to the contemporary body shape. Using her original
pattern-drafting system, author Mandy Barrington will show you
how to draft a historical pattern for a modern body shape, while
still retaining an accurate historical silhouette.

Jeromy Hopgood
Dance Production: Design and Technology introduces readers to the process of planning,
designing, and executing the technical aspects of a dance production. The book covers
pre-production, technical rehearsals, performance spaces, stage management, and devised
productions, in addition to lighting, sound, costumes, scenery & props, projections, video,
and special effects all specific to the needs and necessities of a dance show. In addition to
this comprehensive information, the book features a quick reference guide for theatrical
and dance terminology, useful in giving dancers and designers a common vocabulary that
will ensure productive communication across the different fields.

Focal PressFocal Press
Market: TheatreMarket: Dance Production
October 2015: 256ppOctober 2015: 9 x 9: 304pp
Pb: 978-1-138-01823-5: $44.95Hb: 978-1-138-79589-1: $135.00
eBook: 978-1-315-77986-7Pb: 978-1-138-79591-4: $44.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138018235* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138795914

TEXTBOOKDummy text to keep placeholder
The Art of Costume DesignEssentials of Period Style
Edited by Melissa MerzA Handbook for Stage and Production Designers
In The Art of Costume Design, a panel of seven designers offer a new multi-sided look at the
current state and practice of theatrical costume design. Beginning with an exploration of

Hal Tine, Scenic Designer; Instructor, Production Design Department, SCAD, Savannah,
GA, USA

the role of a Costume Designer, the subsequent chapters analyze and explore theEssentials in Period Style covers the visual, social, and political dynamics of multiple epochs
and cultures and discusses how these trends affect the design of the architecture, costumes, psychology of dress, where and how to find inspiration within a script, the elements of

design, how to create costume renderings, and collaboration within the a production. Theand furnishings of the time. The book relates these characteristics and cultural movements
book also takes a look at costume design careers within theatrical and fashion industries.to the needs of today's theatre designer as s/he designs a period production. Each chapter
The chapters are illustrated with numerous instructive designs, renderings, and photographscontains examples of period style in both theatre and film from a variety of notable
from a variety of designers and productions, making for the most comprehensive coverage
of costume design today.

productions, photos and artwork from real theatre and film design, and a glossary of
specialized terms and words used in the chapter.

Focal Press
Focal Press November 2015: 8-1/2 x 11: 320pp
Market: Theatre Hb: 978-1-138-82840-7: $180.00
October 2015: 8-1/2 x 11: 384pp Pb: 978-1-138-82841-4: $59.95
Pb: 978-0-415-71005-3: $54.95 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138828414
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415710053

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
The Art of Unarmed Stage CombatPlay Readings
Rob NajarianA Complete Guide for Theatre Practitioners
This is a comprehensive guide to the principles and techniques of theatrical stage combat
that combines a detailed discussion of the mechanics of stage fighting with acting decisions

Rob Urbinati
Play Readings: A Complete Guide for Theatre Practitioners demonstrates how to create
effective and evocative play readings. The book will examine all of the essential to make fighting styles reflect character development and story arcs. Expert Fight Director

Robert Najarian employs the use of never-before-published games and exercises that helpconsiderations involved in readings, including the use of the venue; pre-reading
practitioners develop skills for understanding concepts of stage combat. The book offerspreparations; playwright/director communication; editing/adapting stage directions;
a system of training techniques that result in stage violence that is physically engaging for
the performer while viscerally engaging for the audience.

casting; using the limited rehearsal time effectively; simple "staging" suggestions; working
with actors; handling complex stage directions; limiting the use of props, costumes, and

Focal Pressmusic; and talkbacks. A variety of readings are covered, including Concert/Musical Readings
Market: Theatreand Period Readings, for comprehensive coverage of this increasingly prevalent production

form. August 2015: 6 x 9: 256pp
Pb: 978-0-415-74249-8: $34.95

Focal Press * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415742498
October 2015: 6 x 9: 224pp
Hb: 978-1-138-84128-4: $99.99
Pb: 978-1-138-84130-7: $34.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138841307
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5th Edition • NEW EDITIONDummy text to keep placeholder
Management and the ArtsPeriod Reproduction Buckram Hats

William James Byrnes, Professor of Arts Administration at
Southern Utah University in Cedar City, UT
The fifth edition of Management and the Arts provides you with
theory and practical applications from all arts managements
perspectives including planning, marketing, finance, economics,
organization, staffing, and group dynamics. Regardless of
whether you are a manager in a theatre, museum, dance
company, or opera, you will gain useful insights into
management fundamentals and the latest thinking and trends
in managing organizations and people with case studies,
statistics, and real-world examples.

The Costumer’s Guide
Crystal G. Herman
Series: The Focal Press Costume Topics Series
Period Reproduction Buckram Hats is your one-stop resource for
learning how to recreate historically accurate buckram hats for
theatrical productions. Each chapter is devoted to the
construction of a particular hat, beginning with a historical image
and followed by an "ingredients" list of the exact amount of
fabric, tools, and materials needed and the estimated time to

complete the construction. Every chapter contains the brief historical background on each
hat, a quarter scale pattern, step-by-step instructions and process photographs, and ideas

Focal Pressfor altering the pattern to fit your unique production. This book not only provides instruction
Market: Theatre/Businessfor the exacting reproduction of historic hats, but it also guides and encourages you to September 2014: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 600pp

alter patterns and techniques to create your own designs. Full scale patterns for each hat
design can be found on the companion website that can be printed out for easy use.

Hb: 978-1-138-81986-3: $125.00
Pb: 978-0-415-66329-8: $51.95
eBook: 978-1-315-75538-0Focal Press
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-81004-1Market: Theatre/Costuming
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415663298October 2015: 9 x 9: 304pp

Pb: 978-1-138-01727-6: $44.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138017276

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Unmasking Theatre Design: A Designer's Guide to
Finding Inspiration and Cultivating Creativity

Lynne Porter, Resident Designer and Director, Theatre
Program at Fairfield University
Unmasking Theatre Design shows how to cultivate creative
thinking skills through every step of theatre design. It reveals
how creative designers think in order to create works for
individual productions, and teaches how to comprehend the
design task at hand, gather inspiration, generate potential ideas,
and develop a finished look through renderings and
models. Exercises demystify the design process by providing
specific actions to get on track towards fully-formed designs.
Revealing the inner workings of the design process, both

theoretically and practically, it will help designers at all levels, from student to professionals,
in constructing new production designs.

Focal Press
Market: Theatre
December 2014: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 320pp
Hb: 978-1-138-83195-7: $150.00
Pb: 978-0-415-73841-5: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-315-81738-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415738415

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Vectorworks for Entertainment Design
Using Vectorworks to Design and Document Scenery, Lighting, and
Sound

Kevin Lee Allen, Emmy Award winning scenic and lighting
designer
Vectorworks for Entertainment Design is the first book in the
industry to cover the ins and outs of the Vectorworks software
specifically for the entertainment professional. Working from
exercises that build on each other, the book illustrates the design
process from idea to documentation for scenic, lighting, and
sound design for a Broadway-scale production. The book heavily
stresses developing an idea, visualizing the idea, and evolving
it for presentation. Important points are illustrated with

professional draftings and renderings from Broadway productions, major regional
companies, and related, non-theatrical, entertainment design work, along with inspirational
photographs.

Focal Press
Market: Theatre/Software
October 2014: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 342pp
Pb: 978-0-415-72613-9: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-315-85612-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415726139
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HTML5 AdvertisingHammering Responsive Web Design into Shape
Flash to PresentDeveloping and Testing Responsive Websites
Cory Hudson, Creative Director, AOL; co-chair of the HTML5 digital advertising
initiative, Interactive Advertising Bureau

Ken Tabor
Hammering Responsive Web Design into Shape focuses on the
nuts and bolts of responsive web design, showing readers how
to better build and how to debug their websites that use the
responsive technique. This book guides designers through the
technology that programers use to build, test, and debug
responsive websites. By covering what engineers do, how
localhost can help, and DIY-testing, designers will be creating
digital objects that lead to shorter development time, quicker
testing cycles, and more insight into users and their mobile
devices, ultimately leading to better products.

Stuck in Flash Advertising? Break free in HTML5.

There are plenty of HTML5 resources out there and available. However, there are no
resources on Flash-to-HTML5 design out there for designers who create digital advertising.
HTML5 Advertising comes to the rescue and fills the void by providing relevant guidance,
insight and advice. Through numerous, real-world advertising projects, readers learn how
to create "flash-like" interactive and animated content using HTML5, JavaScript, and CSS3.
With these guidelines, readers will be able to take their Flash skill sets and create and deliver
consistent, scalable, multimedia user experiences across a bevy of established platforms
and devices. Not only does this book guide designers through HTML5 ad design, it also
documents and establishes industry standards, specifications and best practices.Focal Press

Market: web design Focal Press
Market: web design
October 2015: 7-7/16 x 9-11/16: 288pp
Pb: 978-0-415-84108-5: $44.95

June 2015: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 224pp
Pb: 978-1-138-79877-9: $38.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138798779

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415841085

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Professional Skills for Web DesignersThe New Web Typography
Succeeding as a FreelancerCreate a Visual Hierarchy with Responsive Web Design
Brad Weaver, Creative Director, Suckerpunch StudiosJim Kidwell and Jason Cranford Teague

The New Web Typography shows web developers and designers
how to implement web-safe fonts to create visually appealing
and multi-browser-friendly websites. This book covers how to
find webfonts and implement them. It discusses selecting the
best typefaces for screen display, and creating a visual hierarchy
that works on the monitor, the tablet, and the smartphone. This
book is not just an overview on web typography; it contains
practical tips and examples on how to improve the design of

pages.

Being a profitable, freelance web designer requires more than just designing for a client;
it requires designers to be CEO, CFO, CTO, secretary, janitor, office manager, and everything
else. This book shows designers how to balance the many roles of being a freelance web
designer. It provides best practices and techniques to running a successful web design
agency of one such as how to price out projects and manage time and becoming an LLC
and defining your market. This book showcases a price calculator, client relation dos and
don’ts, contract templates, and a robust website with more resources.

Focal Press
Market: web design
October 2015: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 224ppFocal Press

Market: web design
May 2015: 288pp
Pb: 978-1-138-78139-9: $39.95

Pb: 978-1-138-84489-6: $34.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138844896

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138781399

Dummy text to keep placeholderTEXTBOOK
Quantum Web AccessibilityDigital Design in Action
Organizational Awareness, Alignment, and RealizationCreative Strategies for Integrating Visual Principles and Technology
Sharron Rush, Denis Boudreau and Elizabeth WatersChris Jackson, Computer Graphics Designer; Professor, Rochester Institute of

Technology, NY, USA and Nancy Ciolek Quantum Web Accessibility shows designers and developers how to implement accessibility
for websites or mobile apps, in accordance to the government legislated ‘Section 508.’ ThisDigital Design in Action explores practical and creative design for the web, apps, ePub, visual

presentations, and PDF. Written for design students, this book deconstructs creative design book covers applying web standards to the design and development of the product that
allows access for the broadest range of abilities, including visual, physical, aural, cognitive,solutions, providing valuable insights into the design process and methodologies used to
neurological, or vocal impairments, and follows the W3C’s latest guidelines on the matter.deploy layouts for multiple output. Using the latest digital publishing tools and a
This title is modularly organized to holistically address the various roles involved in creating
a website, addressing the roles of designers, developers, project managers and testers.

project-based pedagogy, the book includes projects ranging from real-world to
experimental, allowing readers to grow practically and artistically. Chapters balance design
aspects with related techniques, covering topics like layout and composition, visual
hierarchy, typography, responsive design, and interactivity.

Focal Press
Market: web design
September 2015: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 320ppFocal Press
Pb: 978-1-138-80867-6: $44.95Market: web design
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138808676October 2015

Pb: 978-1-138-83173-5: $44.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138831735
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The Design Studio Method
Creative Problem Solving with UX Sketching
Brian K Sullivan, Director of Usability Testing and Research at Tonic3, the UX division
of W3
The Design Studio Method is a method that allows a team to successfully implement
collaborative design, thus doing away with the siloed approach that plagues many design
agencies and teams today. It is a complicated process that consists of many moving parts
and talking heads. The Design Studio Method helps simplify the method, explaining each
step, each participant’s involvement, and how to adapt to your needs. The Design Studio
Method gives you a look into Design Studio Methods, providing step-by-step procedures
for all stages of the successful method. From illumination, to generation, to presentation,
all the way to iteration, this book provides a road map to the sometimes complicated, yet
incredibly helpful method..

Focal Press
Market: web design
July 2015: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 8pp
Pb: 978-1-138-02256-0: $39.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138022560

Dummy text to keep placeholder
UX Style Frameworks
Creating Collaborative Standards
Marti Gold, North American User Experience Director, W3 Americas (w3americas.com)
Style Frameworks is a practical guide for the hands-on creation of a style framework,
combining different departments’ standards and style guides into a single, unified, and
accessible source for employees across an organization. UX Style Frameworks defines style
frameworks for Web and User Experience designers, showing what and how much
information goes into a style framework. Each section in the book will identify the current
pain points and common internal practices that result in standards documents being
ignored and provide solutions on creating Style Frameworks that are visible, usable, and
ultimately result in a cohesive brand and product design.

Focal Press
Market: User Experience
October 2015: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-138-85647-9: $134.95
Pb: 978-1-138-85648-6: $44.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138856486
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TEXTBOOKTEXTBOOK
The Entrepreneurial Journalist’s ToolkitA Practical Introduction to New and Digital Media
Manage Your MediaYour Guide to Savvy Use of the Web

Sara Kelly, National University, USA
In addition to mastering the basics of converged journalism,
today’s journalism and communication students need training
in business entrepreneurship, mass communication and business
law, and career and reputation management. This book provides
a solid foundation of multimedia journalism and also teaches
readers to create business plans and develop funding proposals
while maintaining high legal and ethical standards. It details the
process of pitching and working with clients, managing
multi-platform communication campaigns to maximize reach,
keeping the books, and filing taxes. It provides everything a new

or experienced journalist needs to get started as a media entrepreneur.

James Cohen, Molloy College, NY, USA and Thomas Kenny,
Molloy College, NY, USA
This is a practical introduction to new and digital media including
cultural background, social implications, and the importance
digital literacy. It features hands-on approaches to web design
topics including code, user generated content, and critical
concepts for our culture to cultivate their online brand. Each
chapter includes digital and media literacy portions that offer
additional views on the rapidly changing climate of media and
content distribution. Chapter exercises, discussion questions,

online examples, and a glossary with key definitions help students absorb the content, and
a companion website provides content such as video lectures, interactivity lessons, topic
exercises, and ancillary material for instructors. Focal Press

Market: Entrepreneurial Journalism
February 2015: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 226pp
Hb: 978-1-138-81647-3: $135.00

Focal Press
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August 2015: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 352pp
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3rd Edition • TEXTBOOK • NEW EDITIONTEXTBOOK
Sports MediaFeature and Narrative Storytelling for Multimedia

Journalists Reporting, Producing, and Planning
Bradley Schultz, University of Mississippi, USA and Edward T. Arke, Messiah College,
USA

Duy Linh Tu, Columbia University Graduate School of
Journalism, USA
Feature and Narrative Storytelling for Multimedia Journalists is the
first text that truly focuses on multimedia and documentary
production techniques based on the needs of modern
professional journalists. Video and audio production methods
are covered in rich detail, and various storytelling techniques
are explored in depth. Author Duy Linh Tu tackles the latest
topics in multimedia storytelling, including mobile reporting,
producing, and publishing, while offering best practices for using
social media to help promote finished products. Whether you’re

Sports Media covers reporting, anchoring, and production, and offers thorough descriptions
of the sports reporter and anchor's function in sports journalism. It offers important historical
background on the evolution of the sports industry, some grounding in the business of
sports, and a discussion of social issues including the experience of women in sports
journalism. This edition features a new introduction focused on the intersection of
economics, technology, and culture that drives modern sports journalism; a new chapter
on the evolution of the industry to today’s audience-driven, social media-influenced
landscape; a new chapter on storytelling; and updated material throughout.

Focal Press
Market: Broadcasting/Journalism
August 2015: 7 1/2 x 9 1/5: 320pp
Pb: 978-1-138-90283-1: $54.95

a student or a professional journalist looking to retool yourself for the new digital newsroom,
this book will give you the skills you need.

Focal Press eBook: 978-1-315-69724-6
Market: Multimedia Journalism Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-80731-7
January 2015: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 264pp * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138902831
Hb: 978-0-415-72907-9: $150.00
Pb: 978-0-415-72908-6: $49.95
eBook: 978-1-315-85129-7
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The Elements of BloggingMOJO: The Mobile Journalism Handbook
Expanding the Conversation of JournalismHow to make broadcast videos with an iPhone or iPad
Mark Leccese, Emerson College, Department of Journalism, MA, USA and Jerry
Lanson, Emerson College, Department of Journalism, MA, USA

Ivo Burum and Stephen Quinn, Deakin University, Australia.

Focal Press
Market: Mobile Journalism
August 2015: 6 x 9: 304pp
Hb: 978-1-138-82489-8: $135.00

This book, written by veteran journalists who blog for major news outlets, is designed to
teach students how to start, build, craft, and sustain a blog. It will be essential reading for
students enrolled in digital and multimedia journalism programs across the country as well
as some courses in a wide range of communication disciplines. This a book that will show,
not merely tell. The authors help you hone these crucial skills through comments from
current bloggers specializing in each chapter’s topic, many examples from their own work
and that of others, assignments and exercises at the end of each chapter, mini-profiles of
bloggers, and an appendix with annotated examples of their work.

Focal Press
Market: Blogging/Journalism
July 2015: 7-7/16 x 9-11/16: 264pp
Hb: 978-1-138-02153-2: $95.00
Pb: 978-1-138-02154-9: $29.95
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4th Edition2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • NEW EDITION
A Broadcast Engineering Tutorial for Non-EngineersMultimedia Foundations

Skip Pizzi, National Association of Broadcasters, Radio INK
magazine, USA and Graham Jones, National Association of
Broadcasters, USA
A Broadcast Engineering Tutorial for Non-Engineers is the leading
publication on the basics of broadcast technology. Whether you
are new to the industry or do not have an engineering
background, this book will give you a comprehensive primer of
television, radio, and digital media relating to broadcast. This
long-awaited fourth edition includes new standards and
identifies and explains the emerging digital technologies,

Core Concepts for Digital Design
Vic Costello, Elon University, USA
Focal Press
Market: Mass Communication
July 2015: 7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 512pp
Hb: 978-0-415-74002-9: $185.00
Pb: 978-0-415-74003-6: $61.95
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-81394-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415740036

including HDTV/"UltraHD"; IP-based production and distribution and internet delivery;
smart TV, mobile TV, second screens and social TV; "hybrid" broadcasting; podcasting and
mobile apps; and connected cars.

Focal Press
Market: Broadcast and Communications Technology
March 2014: 6 x 9: 360pp
Hb: 978-0-415-73338-0: $140.00
Pb: 978-0-415-73339-7: $48.95
eBook: 978-1-315-84842-6
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-80700-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415733397

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Planning and Designing the IP Broadcast FacilityPlanning and Designing the IP Broadcast Facility
A New Puzzle to SolveA New Puzzle to Solve

Gary Olson, GHO Group LLC, USA
Planning and Designing the IP Broadcast Facility is the first book
to provide a comprehensive understanding of the technology
architecture, physical facility changes, and—most
importantly—the new media management workflows and
business processes to support the entire lifecycle of the IP
broadcast facility from an engineering and workflow perspective.
Case studies throughout the book serve as recommendations
and examples of use, helping you weigh the pros and cons of
various approaches. The cohesive, big-picture viewpoint helps
you identify your existing facility’s deficiencies, then overcome
the unique challenges of upgrading your plant.

Gary Olson, GHO Group LLC, USA
Planning and Designing the IP Broadcast Facility is the first book
to provide a comprehensive understanding of the technology
architecture, physical facility changes, and—most
importantly—the new media management workflows and
business processes to support the entire lifecycle of the IP
broadcast facility from an engineering and workflow perspective.
Case studies throughout the book serve as recommendations
and examples of use, helping you weigh the pros and cons of
various approaches. The cohesive, big-picture viewpoint helps
you identify your existing facility’s deficiencies, then overcome
the unique challenges of upgrading your plant.

Focal PressFocal Press
Market: Broadcast Media ProductionMarket: Broadcast Media Production
September 2014: 6 x 9: 154ppSeptember 2014: 6 x 9: 154pp
Hb: 978-1-138-79895-3: $150.00Hb: 978-1-138-79895-3: $150.00
Pb: 978-1-138-79896-0: $49.95Pb: 978-1-138-79896-0: $49.95
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6th Edition6th Edition
NAB Legal Guide to Broadcast Law and RegulationNAB Legal Guide to Broadcast Law and Regulation

Edited by Jean Benz, Axiom, Chicago, USA, Jane E. Mago,
National Association of Broadcasters, USA and Jerianne
Timmerman, National Association of Broadcasters, USA
As the authoritative voice in the industry, the NAB's counsel and
industry attorneys have compiled the only comprehensive
broadcast regulatory publication: The NAB Legal Guide to
Broadcast Law and Regulation. Known for years as the official
"voice" for broadcast law, this publication serves as an extension
of the NAB General Counsel's daily activities. It gives you practical
"how-to" advice for how to deal with issues such as DTV
transition, change license, EAS system obligations, cable royalties,
inspections, and much more. Whether your practice specializes

Edited by Jean Benz, Axiom, Chicago, USA, Jane E. Mago,
National Association of Broadcasters, USA and Jerianne
Timmerman, National Association of Broadcasters, USA
As the authoritative voice in the industry, the NAB's counsel and
industry attorneys have compiled the only comprehensive
broadcast regulatory publication: The NAB Legal Guide to
Broadcast Law and Regulation. Known for years as the official
"voice" for broadcast law, this publication serves as an extension
of the NAB General Counsel's daily activities. It gives you practical
"how-to" advice for how to deal with issues such as DTV
transition, change license, EAS system obligations, cable royalties,
inspections, and much more. Whether your practice specializes

in broadcast, telecommunications, IP, or Internet, this book builds on case law and applies
to real-world situations.

in broadcast, telecommunications, IP, or Internet, this book builds on case law and applies
to real-world situations.

Focal PressFocal Press
August 2014: 937ppAugust 2014: 937pp
Hb: 978-0-240-81117-8: $220.00Hb: 978-0-240-81117-8: $220.00
eBook: 978-0-240-81389-9eBook: 978-0-240-81389-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780240811178* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780240811178
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4th Edition
A Broadcast Engineering Tutorial for Non-Engineers

Skip Pizzi, National Association of Broadcasters, Radio INK
magazine, USA and Graham Jones, National Association of
Broadcasters, USA
A Broadcast Engineering Tutorial for Non-Engineers is the leading
publication on the basics of broadcast technology. Whether you
are new to the industry or do not have an engineering
background, this book will give you a comprehensive primer of
television, radio, and digital media relating to broadcast. This
long-awaited fourth edition includes new standards and
identifies and explains the emerging digital technologies,

including HDTV/"UltraHD"; IP-based production and distribution and internet delivery;
smart TV, mobile TV, second screens and social TV; "hybrid" broadcasting; podcasting and
mobile apps; and connected cars.

Focal Press
Market: Broadcast and Communications Technology
March 2014: 6 x 9: 360pp
Hb: 978-0-415-73338-0: $140.00
Pb: 978-0-415-73339-7: $48.95
eBook: 978-1-315-84842-6
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-80700-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415733397

Dummy text to keep placeholder
The TV Presenter's Career Handbook
How to Market Yourself in TV Presenting

Kathryn Wolfe, University of Bedfordshire, Luton, UK
The TV Presenter's Career Handbook provides you with the
marketing essentials you need to create career opportunities in
TV presenting. The book is full of information and advice on how
to capitalise on your presenter training and explains how other
presenters have carved their careers. Contents include raising
your profile, what kinds of companies to aim for and how to
contact them, the growth of local TV, internet broadcasting,
what to do with your programme idea, using new media,
creating your own TV channel, tips from career advisors, specialist
genres, presenting in Europe, and breaking into the US.

Focal Press
Market: Mass Communication/Journalism
August 2014: 6 x 9: 216pp
Hb: 978-0-415-85697-3: $140.00
Pb: 978-0-415-85698-0: $49.95
eBook: 978-0-203-70931-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415856980
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